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Abstract
This dissertation is the outcome of an interdisciplinary project, sponsored by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG), to build a virtual reality (VR) simulator of the bilateral
sagittal split osteotomy (BSSO). The research was conducted by the Virtual Reality group,
the department of mouth head and face surgery at the RWTH university hospital and the
eXtended Finite Element Method (XFEM) group at the RWTH Aachen. In this simula-
tor, the splitting process in the mandible is investigated. The cut is treated as a crack
and the problem is reduced to a computational linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM)
problem with induced propagation under surgical loadings. To the author’s knowledge,
no previous work was achieved in computationally studying the propagation of the crack
in the BSSO. In this dissertation, the propagation of the crack in the mandible is treated
using the XFEM.
This work is divided into three main parts where (i) following the work of Fries and
Baydoun [68], the new hybrid description in the context of the XFEM for two and three-
dimensional crack propagation, is first presented. Then, (ii) new propagation criteria in
two and three-dimensional fracture mechanics within the XFEM are introduced and in-
vestigated following the work of Baydoun and Fries [18]. Finally, (iii) the XFEM is
combined with a virtual reality simulator, including haptic devices, creating the surgical
simulator of the BSSO.
The new hybrid method, using the XFEM, combines the advantages of explicit and im-
plicit crack descriptions. An implicit description, within the framework of the level-set
method, is advantageous for the simulation, whereas an explicit representation, by means
of a polygon in two dimensions and a polyhedron in three dimensions enables a simple
update of the crack during the propagation. One of the biggest advantages of the hybrid
method is that the extension from two to three dimensions is achieved in a straightforward
manner.
In this approach, the crack update is realized based on the explicit crack representation
which allows the use of different propagation criteria, some of which are investigated for
the first time using the XFEM: the maximum circumferential stress criterion, the maxi-
mum strain energy release rate criterion, the minimal strain energy density criterion and
the material forces criterion. The four propagation criteria are compared in two and three
dimensions, and it is found that the maximum strain energy release rate and maximum
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circumferential stress criterion show the most favorable results. The aim of the investiga-
tion is to develop a stable crack propagation tool for use in the XFEM with the hybrid
description.
In the last part of this work, the XFEM tool is applied to the VR environment with two
haptic devices creating the surgical simulator. In order to achieve real-time interaction
between the user handling of the haptic devices and the BSSO simulator, a paralleliza-
tion strategy of the XFEM tool is proposed. Furthermore, the components of the VR
simulator are explained. Finally, the simulator is applied to the BSSO and representative
results are discussed.
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Zusammenfassung
Diese Dissertation ist das Ergebnis eines interdisziplina¨ren Projektes, das von der Deutschen
Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) gefo¨rdert wurde, um einen Simulator der bilateralen sagit-
talen Spalt-Osteotomie (BSSO) zu entwickeln. Die Forschung wurde von der Forschungs-
gruppe fu¨r virtuelle Realita¨t, der Klinik fu¨r Mund-, Kiefer- und Gesichtschirurgie und
der XFEM-Forschungsgruppe (XFEM: eXtended Finite Element Method) an der RWTH
durchgefu¨hrt. In diesem Simulator wird der Spaltvorgang des Kiefers untersucht. Der
Schnitt wird als Riss betrachtet und mit der linear-elastischen Bruchmechanik mit in-
duzierter Ausbreitung unter chirurgischen Lasten modelliert. Nach Kenntnis der Autorin,
ist dies die erste Studie, die sich mit der rechnerunterstu¨tzen Untersuchung der Rissaus-
breitung im Kontext der BSSO befasst.
Die Arbeit gliedert sich in drei Hauptabschnitte: (i) Aufbauend auf der Arbeit von Fries
und Baydoun [68] wird eine neue hybride Rissbeschreibung im Zusammenhang mit der
XFEM fu¨r zwei- und dreidimensionale Rissausbreitung na¨her erla¨utert. (ii) Verschiedene
Ausbreitungskriterien werden nach der Arbeit von Baydoun und Fries [18] eingefu¨hrt
und analysiert. Schließlich (iii) wird die XFEM u¨ber ein haptisches Gera¨t mit einem VR-
Simulator (VR: Virtual Reality) kombiniert, um einen chirurgischen Simulator der BSSO
aufzubauen.
Die neue hybride XFEM vereinigt die Vorteile der expliziten und impliziten Rissbeschrei-
bungen. Im Rahmen der Level Set-Methode ist eine implizite Beschreibung fu¨r die Simu-
lation vorteilhaft, anderseits vereinfacht eine explizite Beschreibung, mit Hilfe eines Poly-
gons in zwei Dimensionen und eines Polyeders in drei Dimensionen, die Aktualisierung
des Risses wa¨hrend der Ausbreitung. Einer der gro¨ßten Vorteile der Hybridmethode ist
der einfache U¨bergang von zwei zu drei Dimensionen.
Mit dieser Vorgehensweise ermo¨glicht die explizite Beschreibung der Rissaktualisierung er-
stmalig die systematische Verwendung von verschiedenen Rissausbreitungskriterien fu¨r die
XFEM: das Kriterium der maximalen Umfangsspannung, das Kriterium der maximalen
Freisetzungsrate der Forma¨nderungsarbeit, das Kriterium der minimal strain energy den-
sity und das Kriterium der material forces. Die vier Ausbreitungskriterien werden in
zwei und drei Dimensionen verglichen und es konnte festgestellt werden, dass die beiden
erst-genannten Kriterien die besten Ergebnisse zeigen. Das Ziel der Arbeit ist ein stabiles
Rissausbreitungstool fu¨r die XFEM mit einer hybriden Beschreibung zu entwickeln.
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Im letzten Teil der Arbeit wird dieses XFEM-Tool in Zusammenhang mit einer virtuellen
Realita¨t verwendet, um einen chirurgischen Simulator mit zwei haptischen Gera¨ten aufzu-
bauen. Um eine echtzeitfa¨hige Interaktion der haptischen Gera¨te mit dem BSSO-Simulator
mo¨glich zu machen, wird eine Parallelisierungsstrategie des XFEM-Programms vorgeschla-
gen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and state of the art
The bilateral sagittal split osteotomy (BSSO) is the most often used technique for to-
tal osteotomy of the mandible when treating mandibular dysgnathias [102, 196], which
are abnormalities of the mouth that extend beyond the teeth and include the maxilla,
mandible, or both. The BSSO was introduced by Trauner and Obwegeser [180] where a
bilateral cut is first sawed in the mandible, then a force is applied at the sides of the cut
forcing it to propagate, hence splitting the mandible into two parts.
The splitting process of the BSSO for a present cut is studied. The cut is treated as a
crack and the problem is reduced to a computational linear elastic fracture mechanics
(LEFM) or brittle fracture problem with induced propagation under surgical-like loading
conditions. The brittleness comes from the fact that the cracking process is sudden.
In any computational mechanics application, three parts can be identified: pre-processing,
processing and post-processing. In the computational interpretation of the BSSO, the
pre-processing is concerned with the following areas: the geometry of the mandible, the
constitutive material model of the bone and the geometry of the initial cut. The process-
ing part is concerned with a suitable numerical analysis technique that determines the
necessary fields (displacements, strains and stresses) in the cracked mandible given the
material properties, boundary and loading conditions. Additionally, a crack propagation
step is identified in this part; where given the fields the following questions are asked:
should the crack propagate? If yes, where? And by how much? The post-processing is
concerned with the visualization and interpretation of the results.
The main goal of this work is to build a BSSO simulator in a virtual reality environment.
This goal is achieved by addressing the following main targets: (i) The use of a numerical
method for the approximation of fields in the cracked mandible, (ii) meshing the mandible
accurately and ensuring a representative description of the initial cut/crack, (iii) the defi-
nition of a suitable propagation criterion and crack trajectory when the mandible reaches
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its failure limit and, (iv) achieving a “real-time like” interaction using high performance
computing. The second and third points belong to pre-processing and crack propagation
steps and are strongly dependent on the choice of the numerical method in processing.
Therefore, in what follows, we will provide a basis for deciding which numerical method
is best suited to provide support for the BSSO.
1.2 Computational fracture mechanics
In order to choose the appropriate numerical method that reproduces the splitting (crack-
ing) process, it is useful to recapitulate the basis of fracture mechanics, particularly brittle
fracture. In a general sense, there exist two main approaches to brittle fracture [98, 99]:
(i) the stress intensity factor approach [94] and (ii) the energetic approach [80, 81]. The
former relies on evaluating stress concentrations in the vicinity of the crack front. And the
latter is dependent on energetic values at the crack front and strongly relies on Griffith’s
theory of fracture [80]. Both approaches are analytically equivalent [72] and are the basis
of most computational propagation criteria; for details see [3, 5, 72, 111]. For a historical
overview on fracture mechanics, the interested reader is referred to [50, 63].
This section presents an overview of computational fracture mechanics and related nu-
merical methods. The main objective of fracture mechanics in the computational sense
can be defined by the determination of the rate of change of the shape of an existing
crack. Will it propagate under given loading? And if it does, by how much and in which
direction? This is projected computationally by an accurate method that obtains the
displacements, strains, stresses, and energy from which the propagation criteria for the
crack growth are extracted.
Many available classifications of the numerical methods in computational fracture exist
and can be found in [26, 69, 157]. Following the works of Ingraffea et al. [97, 95],
methods in computational fracture may be distinguished based on their representation
of the crack propagation. This leads to the geometrical representation approach and the
non-geometrical representation approach. In the first approach, the crack geometry and
the mesh are updated when the crack grows. In the non-geometrical approach, the un-
derlying mesh does not consider the crack and is fixed during propagation, and only the
crack changes. The crack in the non-geometrical approach is represented either in the
material constitutive model or in the kinematic model.
1.2.1 Geometrical representation approaches
In the geometrical approach, the crack propagation is either constrained or arbitrary.
If the crack is restricted to the element boundaries, or if the propagation is limited to
analytical solutions/shapes, the crack propagation is said to be constrained [97, 194].
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Constrained shape methods
The common feature of the constrained geometrical approach is that the crack surface is
initially composed by the boundary of finite elements. The discretization of the mesh is
not changed during propagation, but the nodes are decoupled/doubled as the crack passes
through them. This method is called node splitting or inter-element crack propagation [48,
139, 197] and is summarized in three main steps: first, nodes are added at the crack sides,
then the connectivity of the elements is modified and finally the additional FE equations
are solved to acquire the changes in the mesh. Other constrained methods are the finite
element alternating method (FEAM) [142, 150] and the known solutions method [40]; for
details see [95].
Arbitrary shape approaches
If the crack propagation is not constrained to the boundaries of the elements and the
crack shape during growth is predicted by the fields around the crack tip/front, the crack
propagation is called arbitrary. There are at least three arbitrary shape approaches in
computational fracture mechanics: (i) the ones that require modification of the mesh so
it conforms to the change in the crack geometry during propagation, i.e. adaptive FE and
boundary element methods (BEM) [138, 190]; (ii) those that do not require mesh dis-
cretization with continuous elements, i.e. meshfree methods [21, 70, 106]; and (iii) those
that require mesh discretization using discrete bonded elements rather than continuous,
i.e. discrete methods [6] such as lattice [105] and atomistic methods [71].
Adaptive FEM/BEM approaches are based on updating the mesh to conform to the
evolving crack geometry. These approaches rely on the weak forms according to the
FEM/BEM, automatic mesh generation and constant mapping from old to new meshes.
The simulation of crack growth using these methods is rather complicated because the
mesh is constantly modified as the crack evolves. A solution to constant re-meshing during
growth are the so-called meshfree, meshless or element-free approaches. An overview of
meshless methods is found in [21, 70, 106]. One popular meshfree method is the element-
free Galerkin method (EFGM) introduced in [22] and is suitable to model the cracks in
two and three dimensions [23, 114]. In choosing between the meshfree and adaptive ap-
proaches, one has to decide where to invest the most: in the evaluation of shape functions
or in the re-meshing process.
Another arbitrary shape approach is the discrete element method (DEM). In this ap-
proach and in order to account for propagation, the bonds between the discrete elements
are broken [71]. Among the discrete element approaches are lattice, particle, and atomistic
representations. An overview of the DEM is given in [6]. In the atomistic approach, the
discrete elements are individual atoms connected by springs. The spacing of the unloaded
spring is initially considered at equilibrium where the energy is at a minimum. Once the
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load is applied, the propagation or debonding in this approach is achieved by cutting the
spring where the energy is maximum.
The separation into two types of methods in computational fracture is not directly appli-
cable to the atomistic approach. The only way to represent breakage of atomic bonds is
to separate the atoms geometrically, at the same time, the limit of the debonding process
is determined based on the energy between the atoms, hence in the constitutive model of
the material [71].
1.2.2 Non-geometrical representation approaches
There are two kinds of non-geometrical representations available within the framework
of the FEM: constitutive and kinematic [95]. In the constitutive approach, the material
stiffness is modified to include the crack in the solution, while the mesh of the domain is
unchanged. In the kinematic approach, the mesh also remains fixed and the effect of the
crack on the strain and/or displacement fields is included into the approximation within
the elements. The main objective of non-geometrical approaches is basically to eliminate
frequent re-meshing.
Constitutive non-geometrical approaches
The constitutive non-geometrical approaches are also called smeared crack methods. The
name smeared comes from the fact that the crack is a continuous band/zone within
an element [104]. In this approach, the crack is mainly described by a band which is
implicitly modeled in terms of the microstructure/damage field and is distributed over a
prescribed length scale. The microstructural field is included in the domain through the
material stiffness matrix. The crack in constitutive non-geometrical approaches is usually
a function of the (non-local) gradient or integral of the damage field. And in order to
capture the microstructure or damage field, a fine mesh whose size is directly related to
the length scale is mostly required [35, 126, 191].
Kinematic non-geometrical approaches
Another type of the non-geometrical representation is the kinematic based approach.
It is usually an FEM-based approach where the crack representation is included in the
approximation of the displacement field, and consequently appears in the displacement
derivative matrix. Kinematic based approaches were initially introduced in [19] and have
later been labeled the Extended Finite Element Methods (XFEM) [127] or the Generalized
Finite Element Methods (GFEM) [56, 57, 174]. An overview of the XFEM and GFEM
for fracture mechanics is found in [69, 105]. A key ingredient of the XFEM/GFEM is
to enrich the approximation by expected solution properties. In crack applications, this
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typically involves an enrichment that considers for the discontinuous displacement field
along the crack path and another for the behavior at the crack tip/front.
1.3 Summary
Many numerical methods in computational fracture mechanics are summarized in Figure
1.1 following the works of Ingraffea et al. [97, 95].
Geometrical Non-geometrical
methods methods
Constrained Arbitrary Constitutive Kinematic
shape methods shape methods methods methods
Meshfree XFEM
Node Smeared
decoupling crack
Analytical Adaptive
geometry FEM/BEM
Known Lattice/
solution particle
Atomistic
Figure 1.1: Numerical methods for computational mechanics.
In this work, the complexity of the three-dimensional mandible splitting process suggests
to avoid constrained shape methods, discrete element approaches and smeared crack ap-
proaches. In addition, it is desirable to avoid the cumbersome re-meshing process of the
discretized mesh. Meshfree methods are known to be computationally demanding. We
find the XFEM highly promising for the application considered in this work also because
it fits nicely into the structure of a typical FEM code. Necessary modifications include: (i)
using a variable number of degrees of freedom per node; (ii) defining a robust procedure
to detect elements intersecting with the crack; (iii) enriching the displacement field; and
(iv) performing the numerical integration.
In order to define the crack direction during growth, traditional propagation criteria can
be combined for this purpose are the stress-intensity factors, the crack tip opening, the
circumferential stress, the strain energy density, the material forces, the energy release
rates, and the crack front integrals; for details see [2, 32, 34, 72, 96]. Theoretically, all the
aforementioned propagation criteria can be used with any numerical method. However,
numerically, some restrictions are enforced and some of these approaches are only limited
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to two dimensions. The stress intensity factors, the circumferential stress, strain energy
density, material forces and energy release rate criteria are detailed in this work.
1.4 Organization of the thesis
In Chapter 2, we start with a description of the mechanical background and constitutive
modeling of linear elastic materials in fracture mechanics (LEFM). The general isotropic
case is first followed by a more specific orthotropic formulation. The governing equations
are derived in their weak form which is discretized using general finite elements.
In Chapter 3, an overview of the extended finite element formulation for the LEFM is
given where the crack is considered by enriching the displacement field. The mandible
is treated as an orthotropic elastic material in this work [7, 107, 159]. This is important
since the properties of the material greatly affect the XFEM especially when it comes to
enrichment functions. Then the weak form is discretized using the enriched displacement
approximation of the XFEM. General properties and requirements of the XFEM conclude
this chapter.
The conclusions from Chapter 3 justify the use of a hybrid or an explicit-implicit descrip-
tion of the crack introduced in the context of the XFEM by Fries and Baydoun [68]
in Chapter 4. First, the explicit description in two and three dimensions is introduced,
followed by the implicit description using the level set method. A detailed derivation of
the corresponding level set functions is found in Appendix A.
Given a good representation of the crack in the context of the XFEM results in an ac-
curate evaluation of the displacements, strains and stresses in the domain. With this in
hand, the question in which direction the crack should propagate has to be answered.
The propagation direction is directly related to the chosen propagation criterion [4]. For
this purpose, four propagation criteria: the maximum circumferential stress, the energy
release rate, the strain energy density and the material forces are introduced in Chapter
5 following the works of Baydoun and Fries [18]. The stress intensity factors are de-
rived in Appendix B.
In order to choose which criterion gives the best results, the four criteria mentioned earlier
are compared in Chapter 6 in the context of the XFEM using the hybrid crack descrip-
tion in two and three dimensions. Given the ingredients for robust and reliable crack
propagation tool using the XFEM, parallelization is required. This is because the tool in
a virtual reality environment necessitates a fast interaction with the user.
Chapter 7 details the parallelization strategy and the challenges faced during the in-
tegration with the VR station and haptic devices. In Chapter 8, the BSSO surgery is
explained and how the biomedical problem is first treated computationally from a pre-
processing point of view with the mesh of the mandible, topology of the crack, constitutive
material properties and boundary conditions. Then, the XFEM using the hybrid crack
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description and the splitting is achieved in the processing stage and the post-processing
is realized in the visualization part of the virtual reality tool. In this chapter, results of
various tests of the BSSO are shown and discussed. Chapter 9 ends with the conclusions
and the perspective work.

Chapter 2
Governing equations and finite
elements
One of the purposes of fracture mechanics is to predict the critical loads that will cause
failure in the solid material. Much of fracture mechanics is based on the implementation
of fracture criteria [5]. These criteria are based on the understanding of how the material
deforms under loads and eventually how it fails. This means that they are directly related
to the state of the material described by the deformation (displacements and strains) and
the stresses.
Based on the material properties, the study of fracture mechanics can actually be divided
into three categories [143]: (i) the linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), (ii) the elasto-
plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM) and, (iii) the plastic fracture mechanics (PFM). The
EPFM and PFM are the theories used in the case of ductile fracture which is accompanied
by formation of a large plastic zone at the crack tip where necking takes place before
fracture [59]. On the other hand, the LEFM deals with sharp cracks in elastic bodies and
is mainly applicable to purely elastic materials or where plasticity is only conserved in a
vanishingly small region at the crack tip. It is also known as brittle fracture and often
occurs as a result of a single crack propagating through the specimen [17, 197]. In this
thesis, we are interested in brittle fracture where the material is treated as linear elastic.
In this chapter, a description of the physical laws that govern the deformation in linear
elastic solids is given. In addition, the constitutive model relating the stresses and strains
is described. In the end, the mathematical and computational methods used to solve
problems involving deformable solids in the finite element framework are explained.
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2.1 Mechanical background and constitutive equa-
tions
In classical solid mechanics, for every set of forces applied to a body, a deformation
is expected. One of the characteristics of an elastic material is that once the forces are
removed, the solid body returns to its original shape also called the reference configuration.
All engineering materials possess elastic properties provided that the external loads are
not too large [120, 122]. If the loads are increased beyond a certain limit (the elastic
limit), the material will fail by fracture and does not return to its original shape once the
forces are removed. We further assume that the deformation is small so that the elastic
material is linearly elastic. Therefore in this section, we outline the governing equations
and constitutive laws that help approximate the behavior of linear elastic materials.
2.1.1 Governing equations
We first consider a deformable cracked solid domain W where the crack Γ is considered
traction-free. The boundary G consists of two parts: Gt where the tractions are prescribed
and Gu where the displacement is prescribed such as G = Gu ∪ Gt.
Figure 2.1: A body with an internal crack subjected to loads and boundary conditions.
The response of the solid under the quasi-static mechanical loading is governed by the
equilibrium equation in the presence of body forces b and loadings. The loadings are both
the tractions t and the prescribed displacements u. These loadings and the body forces
will induce a displacement field u and a Cauchy stress σ. The stress field satisfies the
angular momentum balance equation:
∇σ + b = 0 in W . (2.1)
The loadings satisfy the corresponding essential and natural boundary conditions:
u = u on Gu,
σ · n = t on Gt,
σ · n = 0 on Γ;
(2.2)
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where n is the unit outward normal to W . The third equality in Equation (2.2) imposes
the condition that the crack is traction-free. For linear elastic materials, the case of small
deformation (strains and displacements) is considered,
ε = ∇su; (2.3)
where the strain tensor ε is expressed in terms of the symmetric gradient operator ∇s
of the displacement u. The constitutive relation between the stress and strain for linear
elastic materials is given by Hooke’s law:
σ = C : ε. (2.4)
Using index notation, this linear stress-strain relation has the form
σij = Cijklεkl; (2.5)
where Cijkl is a fourth order tensor, mostly known as the elastic stiffness matrix. The
stress-strain relation is invertible
εij = Sijklσkl, (2.6)
where Sijkl is the elastic compliance matrix and S = C
−1. The stiffness and compliance
matrices have originally 81 components in three dimensions. However, due to the symme-
try of the stresses and symmetry of the strain energy, the number of material constants
in the stiffness matrix is reduced to 21 material constants
Cijkl = Cklij = Cjikl = Cijlk. (2.7)
These symmetries allow to write the stress-strain relation in a compact form using Voigt’s
notation:
σi = Cijεj,
σ11
σ22
σ33
σ23
σ13
σ12

=

C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 C16
C12 C22 C23 C24 C25 C26
C13 C23 C33 C34 C35 C36
C14 C24 C34 C44 C45 C46
C15 C25 C35 C45 C55 C56
C16 C26 C36 C46 C56 C66


ε11
ε22
ε33
2ε23
2ε13
2ε12

;
(2.8)
The compliance tensor S is a similar 6× 6 matrix which has the same symmetries as the
stiffness matrix. A linear elastic material where the stiffness and compliance matrices have
21 components is considered anisotropic. The material constants Cij or Sij for a material
are usually specified in a basis with coordinate axes aligned with particular symmetry
planes in the material. For example, if a material has a symmetry plane e1, then applying
stresses normal or parallel to e1 induces only extension in a direction normal and parallel
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to e1 which means the components of the elastic stiffness matrix c15, c16, c25, c26, c35 and
c36 are zero, which leaves us with 13 independent constants in the stiffness and compliance
matrices [13].
2.1.2 Isotropic materials
Many linear elastic materials have no characteristic orientation [51]. Such materials are
called isotropic. If the material is isotropic with no preferred material orientation, then its
mechanical or thermal properties follow the linear elastic formulation and are the same in
all directions. Isotropic materials can have homogeneous or non-homogeneous microscopic
structures. For example, steel demonstrates isotropic behavior, although its microscopic
structure is non-homogeneous. An isotropic material is characterized by properties which
are independent of its orientation in space. The governing equations must therefore be
independent of the coordinate system (e1, e2, e3) chosen to represent them, see Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: The isotropic body shows the same physical behavior regardless of the coor-
dinate system (e1, e2, e3) chosen to represent it.
The properties of an isotropic material are specified by two independent constants [28]:
the Young’s modulus E and the Poisson’s ratio ν resulting in:
C =
E
(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)

1− ν ν ν 0 0 0
1− ν ν 0 0 0
1− ν 0 0 0
Symmetric
1− 2ν
2
0 0
1− 2ν
2
0
1− 2ν
2

. (2.9)
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Accordingly, the compliance matrix S is
S =
1
E

1 −ν −ν 0 0 0
1 −ν 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
Symmetric 2(1 + ν) 0 0
2(1 + ν) 0
2(1 + ν)

. (2.10)
Other elastic constants can be used: the bulk modulus κ and the shear modulus µ. Both
constants can be defined in terms of E and ν:
κ =
E
3(1− 2ν) ; µ =
E
2(1 + ν)
. (2.11)
It is important to understand the significance of the elastic constants; for details see [51].
The Young’s modulus E is the slope of the stress-strain curve under uniaxial tension
load. It is the measure of the stiffness of the solid and the larger the value of E the
stiffer is the solid. For a stable material, E is positive [87]. In addition, the Poisson’s
ratio ν is the ratio of lateral to longitudinal strain in uniaxial tensile stress. It ranges
between 0.2 and 0.49 for most isotropic materials and is considered as the measure of the
compressibility of the solid. For an incompressible solid, its volume remains constant, no
matter how it is deformed. The bulk modulus κ is a measure of the resistance of the solid
to volume changes. The shear modulus µ quantifies its resistance to volume preserving
shear deformations.
2.1.3 Orthotropic materials
It is now useful to explore a conditional type of anisotropy: orthotropy. A material is or-
thotropic if its mechanical or thermal properties follow the linear elastic formulation and
are unique and independent in three mutually perpendicular directions [117], (e1, e2, e3),
see Figure 2.3. Examples of orthotropic materials are wood, bones, fiber reinforced ma-
terials and rolled metals.
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Figure 2.3: An orthotropic material shows different behavior depending on the coordinate
chosen to represent it.
An orthotropic material has at least two orthogonal planes of symmetry and behaves
depending on the coordinate chosen to represent it. If the load is applied in the e1-
direction, its physical response will be different than if the load is applied in the e2-
direction. Such material requires nine independent elastic constants in the material matrix
C [31]: three Young’s moduli, three shear moduli, and three Poisson’s ratios
C =

1− ν23 ν32
∆ E2 E3
ν21 + ν31 ν23
∆ E2 E3
ν31 + ν21 ν32
∆ E2 E3
0 0 0
1− ν13 ν31
∆ E1 E3
ν32 + ν12 ν31
∆ E1 E3
0 0 0
1− ν12 ν21
∆ E1 E2
0 0 0
Symmetric G12 0 0
G23 0
G31

, (2.12)
with
∆ =
1− ν12 ν21 − ν23 ν32 − ν31 ν13 − 2ν21 ν32 ν13
E1 E2 E3
. (2.13)
The Poisson’s ratio of an orthotropic material is different in each direction (e1, e2, e3),
therefore three of the Poisson’s ratios are independent and the remaining three can be
obtained from the relations
ν21
E2
=
ν12
E1
,
ν31
E3
=
ν13
E1
,
ν23
E2
=
ν32
E3
. (2.14)
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Accordingly, the compliance matrix S is defined as
S =

1
E1
−ν21
E2
−ν31
E3
0 0 0
1
E2
−ν32
E3
0 0 0
1
E3
0 0 0
Symmetric
1
G23
0 0
1
G13
0
1
G12

. (2.15)
The elastic constants for an orthotropic material are: Ei which is the Young’s modulus
along the axis ei for i = 1, 2, 3 and Gij which is the shear modulus in the direction j
on the plane whose normal is in the direction ei for i, j = 1, 2, 3 and νij is the Poisson’s
ratio corresponding to a contraction in the direction ej when an extension is applied in
the direction ei. The study of the orthotropic material is of special interest in this thesis
since the application involves a mandible which is considered as a cancellous bone with
orthotropic properties.
2.2 Implementation of the Finite Element Method
As mentioned in the introduction, the extended finite element method is a convenient
choice for the simulation of cracked solids. However, before discussing the XFEM, it is
useful to understand the basics of the FEM of solids. The FEM can be described as a
numerical technique for finding approximate solutions to partial differential and integral
equations [173]. The FEM divides a problem in a domain W into small elements We
that can be solved in relation to each other. It relies on two steps: (i) formulating the
boundary value problem (balance equation and boundary conditions) in Section 2.1.1 in a
weak form and (ii) discretizing the weak form in a finite dimensional space. This section
gives an overview on the derivation and implementation of the finite element method for
a quasi-static linear elastic deformable solid.
2.2.1 The principle of virtual work
In order to formulate the weak form of the boundary value problem, the principle of
virtual work is used. The virtual work is the work done by the actual forces through the
virtual displacement of the actual configuration. The virtual work consists of two parts:
(i) the internal virtual work done by internal forces or stresses and (ii) the external virtual
work done by external forces or loads. The principle of virtual work states that a body
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is in equilibrium if the virtual work of all forces both internal and external acting on the
body is zero [60, 115]:
δW = δWint + δWext = 0. (2.16)
The internal virtual work is evaluated by re-writing the partial differential equation for
the equilibrium equation (2.1) of the stresses in an integral form. Then, the integral is ex-
pressed by defining a kinematically admissible virtual displacement field δv(x), satisfying
δv = 0 on the boundary Gu. The term kinematically admissible means that for a slight
perturbation of the displacement, the boundary conditions and equilibrium equation are
still satisfied. Using the virtual displacement, a virtual strain field is derived such as:
δεij =
1
2
(∂δvi
∂xj
+
∂δvj
∂xi
)
. (2.17)
Reformulating the principle of virtual work in (2.16) using the virtual displacement, the
stress field has to satisfy∫
W
σijδεij dW −
∫
W
biδui dW −
∫
Gt
tiδui dΓ = 0, (2.18)
for all possible virtual displacement fields δvi and corresponding virtual strains δεij. Equa-
tion (2.18) satisfies the equation of stress equilibrium (2.1), and also the boundary con-
dition σijni = tj on Gt.
2.2.2 The weak form
The principle of virtual work is used to write the governing equation for the displacement
field of a linear elastic solid in an integral form, called the weak form. So instead of
solving the governing equations for the displacements uij, strains εij and stresses σij,
the displacement field is solved by subdividing the domain into elements. From the
displacements, the strain field is derived following Equation (2.3) from which the stresses
are derived following Equation (2.4). This is done by finding a displacement field ui(xj)
satisfying∫
We
Cijkl
∂uk
∂xl
∂δvi
∂xj
dW −
∫
We
biδvi dW −
∫
Gt
tiδvi dΓ = 0, ui = ui on Gu (2.19)
for all virtual fields δvi such as δvi = 0 on Gu. Equation (2.19) is valid for the whole
domain and for partitions of the domain: finite elements where We is the finite element
domain shown in Figure 2.2. Contributions from all elements are added up to cover the
whole domain. The stresses in the domain automatically satisfy the equilibrium equation
and the boundary value problem. This means that the derivative in the PDE of the
equilibrium equation is replaced by an integral, which can be handled numerically.
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2.2.3 Discretization
In order to solve the weak form, the displacement field is discretized. This is done by
calculating the displacement field at a set of nnodes discrete points in the solid, called
nodes. The displacement field at every node is denoted by uai , where the node a ranges
from 1 to nnodes. The displacement at an arbitrary point within the solid is specified by
interpolating the nodal values using interpolating functions N , called shape functions
ui(x) =
nnodes∑
a=1
Na(x)uai . (2.20)
Here, x denotes the coordinates of an arbitrary point in the solid. Typically, the shape
functions fulfill the Kronecker-δ property, i.e.
δab = Na(xb) =
{
1 if a = b;
0 if a 6= b. (2.21)
Accordingly, the virtual field is interpolated so that
δvi(x) =
nnodes∑
a=1
Na(x)δvai (2.22)
where δvai is the arbitrary nodal value of the virtual field. For linear shape functions, the
approximation spaces for kinematically admissible trial and test functions in the FEM are
C1-continuous functions defined by [36]:
U ≈ {u(x) |u(x) ∈ C1 : u(x) = u on Gu, u(x) continuous on Γ},
δV ≈ {δv(x) |δv(x) ∈ C1 : δv(x) = 0 on Gu, δv(x) continuous on Γ}.
(2.23)
Substituting the interpolated fields u and δv into the virtual work equation (2.19) leads
to:∫
We
Cijkl
∂N b
∂xl
ubk
∂Na
∂xj
δvai dW −
∫
We
biN
aδvai dW −
∫
Gt
tiN
aδvai dΓ = 0, ui = ui on ∂W .
(2.24)
This allows us to re-write the virtual work equation as(
Kaibku
b
k − F ai
)
δvai = 0; (2.25)
with
Kaibk =
∫
We
∂Na
∂xj
Cijkl
∂N b
∂xl
dW , F ai =
∫
We
biN
a dW +
∫
Gt
tiN
a dΓ. (2.26)
Equation (2.25) can be rewritten in a compact form
K uh = F; (2.27)
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where K is the stiffness matrix, uh is the vector of degrees of freedom and F is the vector
of external forces. The global matrix and vectors are calculated by assembling the element
tangent matrix and force field Ke and Fe for each element e = {1, .., nel} where nel is the
total number of elements in the body. The element tangent matrix Ke is a symmetric
matrix with Kaibk = Kbkai. The constitutive components of the tangent matrix relating a
node a to another node b in an element e is defined using the material matrix C and the
displacement derivative matrix B
Ke =
∫
We
(B)TC(B) dW . (2.28)
In the three-dimensional FEM, the displacement derivate matrix B is defined in terms of
the shape functions N as
BT =

∂N
∂x
0
∂N
∂y
∂N
∂z
0
0
∂N
∂y
∂N
∂x
0
∂N
∂z
0 0 0
∂N
∂x
∂N
∂y
 . (2.29)
Finally, the integral in (2.28) is evaluated by quadrature. The Gauss-Legendre numerical
integration is commonly used in FE codes for this purpose as that technique provides a
high ratio of accuracy to computing effort. The integration consists of evaluating the inte-
grand at selected integration points within the element, and forming a weighted summa-
tion of the integrand values at these points. In the case of integration over two-dimensional
element areas, this can be written as:∫
A
f(x, y)dW ≈
∑
l
f(xl, yl)wl. (2.30)
The location of the sampling (integration) points xl, yl and the associated weights wl are
provided by standard subroutines. In most modern codes, these routines map the element
into a convenient shape, determine the integration points and weights in the transformed
coordinate frame (reference configuration), and then map the results back to the original
frame (actual configuration). The shape functions N used earlier for interpolation can
be used for the mapping as well, achieving a significant economy in coding. This yields
what are known as numerically integrated isoparametric elements. In Equation (2.28),
the integral is replaced by numerical integrations of the form in (2.30). This form is
the finite element counterpart of the differential governing equation. The computer will
carry out the analysis by looping over each element, and within each element looping
over the individual integration points. At each integration point, the components of
the element stiffness matrix Ke are computed according to (2.28), and added into the
appropriate positions of the global stiffness matrix K in (2.27) in an assembly step. And
the displacement field u is derived by solving Equation (2.27) which is a system of nnodes
linear equations.
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2.3 Summary
The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the boundary value problem that governs the
response of a deformable linear elastic solid body under mechanical loadings. In addition
herein, the numerical implementation in the finite element context using the weak form
is explained. It is shown that the weak form allows to formulate the partial differential
equilibrium equation in an integral form that is easier to handle numerically. In this
integral form, the stresses in the domain satisfy the equilibrium equation of the material
and the boundary conditions. The behavior of the material is approximated using the
constitutive laws. For linear elastic materials, this is mainly outlined in the material
stiffness and compliance matrices which are detailed here for isotropic and orthotropic
materials.
The overview given in this chapter is of importance since (i) the linear elastic fracture
mechanics is a sub-problem of the linear elastic solid mechanics and the same governing
equations and models apply, and (ii) the XFEM is derived from the FEM and the same
weak form applies. However, the classical FEM relies on the construction of meshes that
align with the crack and in the case of propagation re-meshing is needed. Whereas in the
XFEM, a fixed mesh can be used throughout the simulation and the crack is accounted
for by enriching the approximation space of the FEM enforcing the crack. In the following
chapter, an overview of the XFEM for linear elastic fracture is given.

Chapter 3
The eXtended Finite Element
Method for brittle fracture
As seen before, computational fracture mechanics covers a large number of models and
methods. In the introduction, the choice of the XFEM was justified and explained. The
XFEM is an efficient numerical method that generally models discontinuities by extending
the approximation of the displacement field of the standard FEM to include discontinuous
enrichment functions in specific regions where the actual discontinuity or crack exists.
The following section is dedicated to the description of the XFEM and its application to
fracture.
3.1 An overview of the XFEM
In the first attempt towards the extended finite element method, a local enrichment of the
domain for two-dimensional crack growth was proposed in [19]. In that work, a portion
of the mesh is enriched and the same enrichment functions were used to enrich the near
tip field and at the crack path. They were selected to be discontinuous, thereby allowing
for the reproduction of the strong discontinuity (crack) within an element. Using this
method, in case of curved cracks, re-meshing was required near the crack path and tip.
Despite that, the method was able to model an arbitrary crack in a finite element mesh
with minimal re-meshing.
A modification of the aforementioned method was proposed by Moe¨s et al. [127].
This new method is now called the XFEM. It succeeded to remove any need for mesh
refinement and two types of enrichment functions were now proposed: Near tip or branch
enrichment functions derived from the analytical solution of the LEFM are used to enrich
the field near the crack tip and, a Haar/discontinuous function is used to enrich along
the crack path. The enrichments are associated to the nodes, which implies an increase
in the number of degrees of freedom. Thus, an XFEM realization for cracks involves (i)
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the mesh generation for the domain in which the crack is not meshed explicitly, and (ii)
enriching the finite element approximation by functions that consider for the crack. In
other words, the crack does not need to conform to the finite element mesh. Subsequently,
no re-meshing at the crack front during propagation is required as the mesh is completely
independent of the location and geometry of the crack. In the early papers of fracture
using the XFEM, the crack was described explicitly using geometrical entities [19, 176]: a
polygon in two dimensions and a polyhedron in three dimensions. However a significant
improvement in the XFEM was introduced by its coupling to the level set method [172]
where the crack is described implicitly using level set functions.
The crack is described in this thesis using a hybrid explicit-implicit description following
the works of Fries and Baydoun in [68] which is the topic of the next chapter.
3.2 Modelling cracks with the XFEM
In a general sense, the XFEM is an extension of the FEM. Overviews on the XFEM are
found in [69, 129, 130]. In a cracked domain, the displacement field is a C−1-continuous
function. That is, the displacement field features a jump across the crack path as shown
in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: The strong discontinuity is seen as a jump in the displacement field.
A jump in a field is often called a strong discontinuity. In case the field is C0-continuous
and exhibits a kink, the discontinuity is called weak. The basic concept of the XFEM
is to enrich the approximation space so that it is capable of reproducing strong or weak
discontinuities within elements. This is done by adding enrichment functions to the stan-
dard FEM approximation. The enrichment functions are chosen such that they contain
the characteristics of the discontinuity. Therefore, the XFEM approximation of the dis-
placement field u(x) can be decomposed into a continuous part uFE and a discontinuous
enriched part uENR
u(x) = uFE + uENR. (3.1)
The continuous uFE is the classical finite element displacement in (2.20). And, the en-
riched displacement uENR includes the global enrichment function ψ(x) at the crack path
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and tip and ci are the extra degrees of freedom
u(x) =
∑
i∈I
Ni(x)ui +
∑
i∈I?
N?i (x) · ψ(x)ci. (3.2)
In Equation (3.2), the partition of unity functions N?i (x) are defined at the nodes of the
enriched elements I?. They are equal to Ni(x) in this work which is not necessarily always
the case. The enrichment function ψ(x) incorporates the discontinuous characteristics
into the approximation space. The products N?i (x) · ψ(x) are called the local enrichment
functions. In case of multiple enrichments, the XFEM approximation is extended
u(x) =
∑
i∈I
Ni(x)ui +
n∑
j=1
∑
i∈I?
N?i (x) · ψj(x)cji (3.3)
to include multiple enrichment functions ψj that can refer to different nodal sets I
?, where
n is the number of enrichment terms. For an enriched approximation of the displacement
field, the Kronecker-δ property in the FEM (2.21) is not necessarily conserved. Therefore,
it is proposed in [24] to use shifted local enrichments Ni
[
ψ(x) − ψ(xi)
]
which recover
the Kronecker-δ property. The XFEM approximation of the displacement field in (3.3) is
capable of describing discontinuities in a general sense. For applications of the XFEM,
the interested reader is referred to [69].
3.2.1 The enrichment functions for brittle fracture
The enrichments in the XFEM should reflect the physical behavior of the crack. The crack
path exhibits a strong discontinuity behavior where a jump is present in the displacement
field and the crack tip exhibits a singularity [4]. Therefore, the enrichment ψ(x) in the
XFEM encloses two types of enrichment functions: (i) A Heaviside function H(x) which
accounts for the discontinuity in the displacement field at the crack path and (ii) a set
of branch enrichment functions Ψ(x) that account for the singularity in the stresses and
strains at the crack tip:
u(x) =
∑
i∈I
Ni(x)ui +
∑
i∈Icut
N?i (x)
[
H(x)−H(xi)
]
ai
+
∑
i∈Ibranch
N?i (x)
[ m∑
k=1
(Ψk(x)−Ψk(xi))bki
]
;
(3.4)
The Heaviside function H(x) is defined as
H(x) =
{
1 on one side of the crack;
0 on the other side of the crack.
(3.5)
In addition, ai is the unknown of the Heaviside enrichment at a node i, I
cut and Ibranch
are the sets of nodes whose support is cut by the crack or include a crack tip/front, bki are
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the corresponding unknowns of the branch enrichment with k = {1, ..,m} where m refers
to the number of near tip branch enrichment functions Ψ(x) (here m = 4, see Equations
(3.6) and (3.7)) and I is the set of all nodes in the domain.
In the XFEM, the Heaviside function is not able to represent the crack which partially
cuts an element [127]. In this case, the branch enrichment functions Ψ(x) are used to
enrich a node whose support or area contains the crack tip. These are typically four
branch enrichment functions that are evaluated in terms of polar coordinates near the
tip. The branch enrichment functions are dependent on the material of the solid.
Isotropic enrichment
For isotropic materials, four near tip branch enrichment functions Ψ based on the West-
ergaard stress functions are first introduced by [66] in the context of the EFGM and
applied to the XFEM in [19], i.e. m = 4.
Ψ =
{√
r sin
θ
2
,
√
r cos
θ
2
,
√
r sin
θ
2
sin θ,
√
r cos
θ
2
sin θ
}
. (3.6)
They span the near tip asymptotic fields and are able to represent singular stresses. The
first function in the set is the only discontinuous function of the set and represents the
strong discontinuity near the crack tip. This set of the branch enrichment functions is
justified for an isotropic material. When the isotropy is lost for a linear elastic material,
other branch enrichment functions are required.
Orthotropic enrichment
In the context of the XFEM, the interest in the study of crack propagation for orthotropic
materials has grown in the last years. This is due to the wide range of available applica-
tions. For orthotropic materials using the XFEM, the stress-strain relation of the linear
elasticity described in Section 2.1.1 still holds but orthotropic branch enrichment func-
tions are now required [10, 11, 12, 130, 151]. The near tip displacement fields following
the solution proposed in [117] and reformulated by Viola et al. [187] were first derived
in [11]. And as a result, four branch enrichment functions Ψ are obtained in the vicinity
of the crack tip
Ψ =
{√
r cos
ρ1
2
√
g1(θ),
√
r cos
ρ2
2
√
g2(θ),
√
r sin
ρ1
2
√
g1(θ),
√
r cos
ρ2
2
√
g2(θ)
}
(3.7)
where the function g(θ) is described by
gj(θ) = (cos
2(θ) + l2 sin2(θ) + (−1)j l2 sin(2θ))1/2 ∀j = 1, 2; (3.8)
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and the corresponding parameters:
ρj = tan
−1 γ2l
2 sin(θ)
cos(θ) + (−1)jγ1l2 sin(θ) , l =
√
(γ11 + γ
2
2);
γ21 =
1
2
(
√
b2 + b1) , γ
2
2 =
1
2
(
√
b2 − b1);
b1 =
α1 + α2 − 4β1β2
2
, b2 = α1α2;
β1 =
S12 + S33
2S11
, β2 =
S12 + S33
2S33
;
α1 =
S66
S11
, α2 =
S22
S33
.
(3.9)
The orthotropic enrichment functions are in terms of the polar coordinate θ and the
material properties of the compliance matrix C. And the third and fourth functions of
the set in (3.7) are discontinuous across the crack sides while the others are singular.
The enriched nodal sets
The XFEM of the displacement field in (3.4) encloses two nodal sets: Icut and Ibranch.
Icut is the set of nodes whose support is completely cut by the crack and Ibranch is the set
of nodes whose support contains the crack tip/front. Both nodal sets are shown in Figure
3.2.
(a) Icut and Ibranch for the case where only the
element containing the crack tip is enriched by
the branch enrichment.
(b) Icut and Ibranch for the case where a fixed
radius around the crack tip is enriched by the
branch enrichment.
Figure 3.2: Nodal sets for the extended finite element displacement.
Studies in [41] show that the convergence rate significantly improves by fixing the near tip
enrichment area regardless of the mesh size. This means that the branch enriched nodal
set Ibranch is the set of nodes within a circle around the crack tip in two dimensions shown
in Figure 3.2(b) and a cylinder-like volume around the crack front in three dimensions.
The enriched nodal sets result that the element in the XFEM is either (i) a standard
finite element if none of its nodes is enriched, (ii) a reproducing element if all its nodes
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are enriched, or (iii) a blending element if some of its nodes are enriched. The blending
elements are the transitional elements which blend the enriched region with the standard
FE-region. There exist some problems in the blending elements when the enrichment
function inside an element is neither zero nor constant. Some further discussions about
these problems and their solutions are found in [46, 67, 77, 179].
3.2.2 The XFEM discretization
As mentioned earlier, the general formulation of the weak form applicable in the XFEM
is the same in the FEM where the approximation spaces of the trial and test functions
are defined as
U ≈ {u(x) |u(x) ∈ C−1 : u(x) = u on Gu, u(x) discontinuous on Γ},
δV ≈ {δv(x) |δv(x) ∈ C−1 : δv(x) = 0 on Gu, δv(x) discontinuous on Γ}.
(3.10)
Since the approximation spaces of the displacement field include both continuous and dis-
continuous parts, the displacement derivative matrix B in (2.29) encloses now continuous
and discontinuous parts as well, i.e.
B = [BFE BENR]
= [Bu Ba Bbm ] ∀m = {1..4}. (3.11)
There exist three types of derivative matrices within the domain: Bu,Ba and Bbm . Bu
is expressed in (2.29) and the discontinuous derivative matrices are
(Ba)T =

∂
(
N ·H(x))
∂x
0
∂
(
N ·H(x))
∂y
∂
(
N ·H(x))
∂z
0
0
∂
(
N ·H(x))
∂y
∂
(
N ·H(x))
∂x
0
∂
(
N ·H(x))
∂z
0 0 0
∂
(
N ·H(x))
∂x
∂
(
N ·H(x))
∂y

,
(3.12)
for the enriched degrees of freedom a and
(Bbm)T =

∂
(
N ·Ψm(x))
∂x
0
∂
(
N ·Ψm(x))
∂y
∂
(
N ·Ψm(x))
∂z
0
0
∂
(
N ·Ψm(x))
∂y
∂
(
N ·Ψm(x))
∂x
0
∂
(
N ·Ψm(x))
∂z
0 0 0
∂
(
N ·Ψm(x))
∂x
∂
(
N ·Ψm(x))
∂y

,
(3.13)
for the branch enriched degrees of freedom b1..4. Subsequently, the element tangent matrix
Ke is defined as
Ke =
K
uu Kua Kub
Kua Kaa Kab
Kub Kab Kbb
 ; (3.14)
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and is still a symmetric matrix. The constitutive components of the tangent matrix are
defined using the material matrix C and the displacement derivative matrix B. Accord-
ingly, the external force field Fe at the element is defined as
Fe =
[
Fu Fa Fb1 Fb2 Fb3 Fb4
]T
. (3.15)
Leading to the nodal displacement vector uh encompassing u, a and b1..4
uh =
[
u a b1 b2 b3 b4
]T
. (3.16)
3.2.3 Element subdivision and numerical integration
In the XFEM, the numerical integration detailed in Section 2.2.3 requires special con-
siderations. Since the approximation space in the XFEM is enriched using discontinuous
enrichment functions, this results in discontinuous shape functions within some elements.
These functions cannot be integrated by standard Gauss quadrature. Therefore, in order
to consider for the discontinuities in the shape functions, the elements are typically sub-
divided for integration purposes [24, 127, 135, 176]. In the XFEM, the elements cut by
the crack are subdivided into sub-triangles in two dimensions and sub-tetrahedra in three
dimensions where the Gauss quadrature is performed. The subdivision is done for inte-
gration purposes which means that no extra degrees of freedom are added to the domain.
This subdivision also allows for a piecewise linear representation of curved cracks in the
element and is detailed in [45, 69]. For straight segments in the crack, the quadrilateral
element totally cut by the crack is first subdivided into two triangles which are further
split into triangles based on the location of the crack as shown in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: The subdivision of cut elements in two dimensions is achieved by partitioning
into sub-triangles.
For the elements that are branch-enriched, one often uses the almost-polar integration
detailed in [20]. The subdivision of the elements is done such that integration points
concentrate at the tip as shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: The subdivision of the element containing the crack tip.
In three dimensions, the crack is planar only in tetrahedral elements in case of a piecewise
linear crack [135]. A cut tetrahedron is split in either a tetrahedron and a pentahedron
in Figure 3.5(a), or two pentahedra in Figure 3.5(b) which are consequently split into
sub-tetrahedra.
(a) The plane cuts the tetrahedron into a tetrahe-
dron and a pentahedron which is further split into
tetrahedra.
(b) The tetrahedron is split into two pentahedra
which are then further split into tetrahedra.
Figure 3.5: The subdivision of the tetrahedron relies on the location and orientation of
the crack.
For a hexahedron cut by a piecewise planar crack, a subdivision into sub-tetrahedra is
useful. It is noted that the decomposition into tetrahedra is not unique. The hexahedron
can be subdivided into five or six tetrahedra, see Section 4.3.5.
Ventura at al. [183] introduced another approach for integration in the cut elements.
This approach replaces the discontinuous functions with polynomials such that the Gauss
quadrature is applied to the whole element and does not require the subdivision of the
element. On the other hand, this approach is limited to planar cracks, meaning that the
solution is only accurate for triangular and tetrahedral elements and shows some problems
in quadrilateral elements [183].
3.3 Summary and discussion
This chapter gives an overview of the XFEM for brittle fracture mechanics. The XFEM
in fracture mechanics is based on the enrichment of the displacement field by introducing
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a discontinuous function at the crack path and singular functions in the vicinity of the
crack tip enabling the exploitation of an arbitrary crack within finite elements. It is seen
that a successful implementation of the XFEM encompasses the following steps:
1. Define the enriched nodal sets Icut and Ibranch.
2. Evaluate the enrichment functions and the polar coordinate system associated to
them.
3. Perform the numerical integration appropriately by considering the discontinuities
and singularities in the enrichment functions, for details see [172].
For these three issues, the implicit description of the crack using the level set method [161]
can be employed. The level set method allows to define the enriched nodes and the
step enrichment function directly [172]. It greatly simplifies the definition of the polar
coordinates (r, θ), hence serving a basis for the description of the branch enrichment
functions [128]. In addition to that, level set functions help decide if an element is cut
by the crack or not. This is a key point in performing the numerical integration in the
XFEM efficiently. The level set method thus complements the XFEM very well. However
in the case of crack propagation and a purely implicit description, the level set functions
have to be transported by solving a set of Hamilton-Jacobi equations to steady state [58].
This is not easily achieved especially when unstructured meshes are involved [79].
An alternative description of the crack, the explicit description, was employed in the
context of the XFEM in [184, 185]. In three dimensions, the crack surface can be described
by a polyhedron with flat triangles. The crack update algorithm is simple and is achieved
by adding surfaces to the existing crack geometry [184]. However, the explicit description
fails to fulfill the above mentioned requirements of the XFEM. Therefore, the aim of the
hybrid explicit-implicit description introduced in [68] and detailed in the next chapter is to
combine the advantages of the explicit and implicit description of the crack, see also [18].

Chapter 4
The hybrid description of the crack
As mentioned before, the XFEM is a non-geometrical method and enrichments are added
in the displacement approximation in order to account for the existence of a discontinuous
crack. A “non-physical” crack (related to the discretization mesh) is then required in order
to know (i) where to enrich, (ii) define the coordinates systems for enrichments and (iii)
perform the special numerical integration required by the XFEM. The crack in the XFEM
can be described either explicitly by a surface discretization or implicitly by means of level
set functions, see [27, 161].
4.1 Overview of the crack description in the XFEM
In the early papers concerned with fracture mechanics using the XFEM, the crack was
described explicitly (geometrically) in two dimensions by a polygon [19, 127], and in three
dimensions by a polyhedron with flat triangles [52, 176]. In those works, the geometric
crack shapes were straight or planar which facilitated the integration and the decision
where to enrich. In addition, some geometrical mapping was required in order to evaluate
the polar coordinates around the tip/front. The advantage of the explicit description is
mainly seen in realizing the propagation by adding new segments in two dimensions and
surfaces in three dimensions. The purely explicit description is not very common in the
XFEM, since not all the requirements of the XFEM are satisfied easily. The level set
method was therefore introduced to describe the crack implicitly [24, 25, 172], and this
has developed a standard in the XFEM for many years, for details see [79, 128]. The level
set method is a numerical technique to track moving discontinuities and was introduced
by Osher and Sethian [144]. The basic idea of this method is to define a function
such that the discontinuity is represented by its zero iso-line/surface. An overview of the
level set method is found in [27, 161] and in the context of two- and three-dimensional
crack propagation using the XFEM is in [58]. Most commonly in the XFEM, the crack
is described implicitly by two signed level set functions φ1 and φ2. The first level set φ1
extends in a tangential direction of the crack at the tip or front till the end of the domain
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and divides the domain W into two distinct regions W+ and W−. It is subjected to the
following conditions:
φ1(x)

< 0 in W−;
= 0 on Γ;
> 0 in W+;
(4.1)
In order to delimit the extended crack surface at the tip or front, the second level set φ2
is constructed as a signed distance orthogonal to φ1 at the crack tip/front as shown in
Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: The crack is defined by both level sets φ1 and φ2.
The crack Γ shown in Figure 4.1 is described by both level sets as:
Γ(x) =
{
x
∣∣∣ φ1(x) = 0 and φ2(x) < 0}. (4.2)
The level set function is typically defined at the nodes, hence a standard linear FE ap-
proximation is often employed where the level set function is interpolated by
φhj (x) =
∑
i∈I
NFEi φ
i
j ∀j = 1, 2; (4.3)
where I is the set of all nodes in the discretized domain and NFE are the standard FE
shape functions. Since the level sets are interpolated at the nodes, it is seen that the
description of the crack by φ1 = 0 and φ2 < 0 is an approximation of the real crack
position which improves with mesh refinement. The level set method in the XFEM does
not only locate the crack at the nodes in the finite element mesh but also helps defining
the discontinuous enrichment of the crack path and the polar coordinate system needed
by the near tip enrichment functions, see Equations (3.6) and (3.7).
Level set update
In order to propagate a crack that is described purely implicitly by level sets, an algorithm
that transports both level sets by a user defined increment da and propagation angle θprop
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is needed. This is achieved by extending the scalar increment da from the tip (or points at
the front in three dimensions) to a nodal velocity field V using a local coordinate system
and the propagation direction θprop recognized in the whole discretization domain
V = da
[
cos(θprop) t + sin(θprop) n
]
. (4.4)
The propagation angle θprop spans the plane formed by the tangent t and normal n at the
crack tip/front and will be later detailed in Chapter 5. The velocity field is then used to
transport the values of both level sets. They are transported by solving a set of Hamilton-
Jacobi equations to steady state [58, 79] or by using the fast marching method [161]. This
is not easily achieved especially when unstructured meshes are involved [79].
Implicit or explicit?
The explicit and implicit descriptions of the crack were each used separately in the con-
text of the XFEM in two and three dimensions. Each of the descriptions has advantages
and disadvantages in a crack simulation. The explicit description is independent of the
mesh, however easy to propagate. On the other hand, the implicit description is defined
at the nodes, therefore recognized by the mesh and XFEM but not easily propagated.
The main goal of the explicit-implicit description of the crack following the work of Fries
and Baydoun [68] is to maintain the advantages of both descriptions. This approach
is one of the main achievements of this work. It states that starting with an explicit
description of the crack, three level set functions are constructed to account for the needs
of the XFEM. One of the main advantages of the proposed method is that the extension
from two dimensions to three dimensions is straightforward. This is in contrast to an-
other hybrid description called the vector level-set method which is only proposed in two
dimensions [184, 185].
4.2 The explicit description of the crack
In a domain W ∈ Rn, the crack is a hyper-surface belonging to the subspace Γ ∈ Rn−1
which is one dimension lower than the domain. In this section, the explicit description of
the crack in two and three dimensions is detailed. The explicit description is a geometric
description where the crack is described by geometrical entities: a polygon of segments in
two dimensions and a polyhedron of flat triangles in three dimensions. For every explicit
description, a specific definition of the crack interior and exterior (tip/front) is needed.
4.2.1 The two-dimensional explicit description
In the two-dimensional hybrid description, the crack interior is defined by a polygon
with segments, and its exterior is defined by the tip(s). In addition, a local curvilinear
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coordinate system is defined at both interior and exterior. The interior coordinates are
needed by the implicit description as will be detailed later and the coordinate system at
the exterior is needed by the extension.
Definition of the crack path and tip
In the proposed hybrid description in two dimensions, the crack is a polygon constructed
by a discrete set of piecewise linear segments, see Figure 4.2. The crack Γ is a union of
the segments Sk with k ∈ {1...Nseg}, where Nseg is the number of segments,
Γ =
Nseg⋃
k=1
Sk. (4.5)
The crack path Γ is defined by a set of nodes that are related by a connectivity matrix
H.
A C
B E
D
Figure 4.2: The crack in two dimensions is explicitly described by a polygon with segments.
The free nodes mark the tips which are at the nodes A and E.
The size of the matrix H is 2×Nseg. Each row of the connectivity matrix describes how
the nodes are connected in the polygon. For the polygon in Figure 4.2, the connectivity
matrix of the polygon is defined as:
H =

A B
B C
C D
D E
 . (4.6)
In addition to the connectivity matrix, the tip nodes have to be specified. Every un-
bounded free node in the polygon is considered as a tip, from Figure 4.2 and H two tips
exist: A and E.
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Coordinate systems at the crack path and tip
It is useful to associate a normal vector nk to each segment Sk of the polygon. For a
segment AB formed by the nodes A : (xA, yA) and B : (xB, yB), the normal n is defined
as
n =
AB
‖AB‖ =
[
nx
ny
]
=
[
−(yB − yA)
(xB − xA)
]
/lk, (4.7)
where lk =
√
(xB − xA)2 + (yB − yA)2 is the length of the segment AB. It is noted that
the sign of the normal vector is implied by the order of the nodes in the connectivity
matrix. Here, A refers to the first node in the first column of H and B is the second node
(the segment is hence treated as AB).
In addition to the normal vector n at the crack interior, it is necessary to associate a
coordinate system at the crack tip(s) or exterior with a tangent vector t orthogonal to n.
The tangent and normals at the tip(s) are evaluated based on the segment Sk to which
the tip belongs. Here, the segments are AB and CD and the normals nA = nAB and
nE = nDE. The tangent vector ti, where i = A,E, is determined as:
ti =
[
−niy
nix
]
. (4.8)
The coordinate system (ni, ti) at each tip is shown in Figure 4.3(a), where i ∈ {1, ..Ntips}
and Ntips is the number of crack tips.
Extension of the crack path
For the descriptions of level set functions based on the explicit description, it is useful
to extend the crack path through the domain. This is also needed for the purpose of
propagation and later detailed in Section 5.1. For the implicit description and using the
coordinate system at the tips, each tip is extended by an increment li in the direction of
the tangent vector ti. Thus, a new segment is formed at each tip. Figure 4.3 shows the
extension of the crack path at each tip i by an increment li = 1.
(a) The coordinate system at the tips: the
normal (blue) and tangent (red) vectors.
(b) The extension of the crack by an
increment li = 1 in the direction of ti.
Figure 4.3: For the two-dimensional implicit description, the crack is extended in the
direction of the tangent vector.
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During the actual propagation of the crack, each tip is extended by a propagation angle
θpropi with respect to the plane formed by the tip coordinate system (ni, ti) and is later
detailed in Section 5.1.
4.2.2 The three-dimensional explicit description
In the context of three-dimensional XFEM, Sukumar et al. [176] used the purely
explicit description for a planar crack surface. In that work, the crack was described by
flat triangles and remains planar during propagation. The crack is kept planar in order to
facilitate the realization of the XFEM. On the other hand, the hybrid description in three
dimensions is capable of describing a non-planar crack by defining its interior, exterior
and a coordinate system associated to both.
Definition of the crack surface and front
In the three-dimensional explicit crack description, the crack surface is described by a
polyhedron with triangles and can be non-planar, see Figure 4.4. The crack Γ is discretized
by a union of triangles T̂k with k ∈ {1...Ntri}, and where Ntri is the number of triangles,
Γ =
Ntri⋃
k=1
T̂k. (4.9)
The crack surface Γ is a closed, orientable 2-manifold in the three-dimensional Euclidean
space. It is defined by a set of nodes in R3 that are related by a connectivity matrix. The
connectivity matrix L in three dimensions is of size 3×Ntri and describes how the nodes
are connected in the polyhedron. The surface mesh describing the crack must fulfill the
conditions of a manifold. This means that the interior, exterior and the mesh itself have
to be well defined, for details see [14, 68].
Figure 4.4: The crack surface in three dimensions is explicitly described by a polyhedron
with flat triangles and straight edges. The free edges mark the front, which is shown by
the bold polygon.
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The polyhedron is bounded by a closed polygon that is algorithmically simple to extract:
all inner edges are shared by two triangles or more in the matrix L but the boundary
segments are associated with one triangle only. The front of the crack is the polygon
composed by these boundary edges, see Figure 4.4. The crack surface is often not com-
pletely immersed in the domain. Analogously to the two-dimensional situation, it is a
necessary ingredient of the crack description to define which part of the polyhedron actu-
ally represents the active crack front. The active front is the boundary of the crack that
is prone to propagation. For this purpose, one must carefully restrict the automatically
constructed boundary to the computational domain. One may thus define the boundary
of the polyhedron by means of a two-dimensional connectivity matrix Q of size 2×Ntips
if the front is a closed polygon and of size 2 × Ntips − 1 if the front is an open polygon,
where Ntips is the number of active points (tips) at the front.
The discretization of the crack surface is strongly related to the shape of the crack. For
a non-planar crack, the discretization should be finer than the case of a planar crack.
Coordinate systems at the crack surface and front
The crack in three dimensions is a manifold in R3 and a coordinate system can be associ-
ated to its interior and front. Let nk be the normal vector associated to each triangle T̂k.
For a triangle T̂k defined by the three nodes A, B, and C (extracted in this order from
line k in L). Then,
nk =
AB×AC
‖AB×AC‖ ∀ k = {1...Ntri}; (4.10)
where AB and AC are the vectors starting at the node A and pointing towards B and C,
respectively. The normal vectors of the polyhedron are shown in Figure 4.4. It is noted
that the order of the nodes in the connectivity matrix directly affect the orientation (sign)
of the normal of the triangle. It is hence important that the whole crack surface mesh
maintain a continuous normal direction. This is achieved by using the same order of the
nodes for all the triangles in the crack surface mesh (clockwise or anti-clockwise).
In addition, the frontal coordinate system at the tips is defined by three vectors: a normal
vector ni, a tangent ti and a cotangent qi for i = {1...Ntips}. A vertex or node can
actually be shared by more than two triangles. The normal vectors at a shared node are
discontinuous since the crack surface is C0-continuous. Hence, for a node shared by Nstri
triangles, a normal vector may be associated by averaging all the contributing normals nj
based on the area of the corresponding triangles Aj with j = {1...Nstri} such that
ni =
n∗i
‖n∗i ‖
with n∗i =
∑Nstri
j=1 Aj · nj∑Nstri
j=1 Aj
∀ i = {1...Ntips}. (4.11)
The next step is the computation of a cotangent vector qi at each tip on the front. The
cotangent vector is associated to the edges that compose the crack front. Therefore, for a
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tip where multiple edges Nsedg meet, a similar averaging technique based on the lengths
lj of the edge is employed; with j = {1...Nsedg}
qi =
q∗i
‖q∗i ‖
with q∗i =
∑Nsedg
j=1 lj · qj∑Nsedg
j=1 lj
∀ i = {1...Ntips}. (4.12)
Finally, the tangent vector ti for each tip i is the cross product of the normal and cotangent
vectors:
ti = qi × ni ∀ i = {1...Ntips}. (4.13)
The coordinate system at the front of the crack is shown in Figure 4.5(a).
Extension of the crack surface
Analogously to the two-dimensional case, an extension of the crack in three dimensions is
needed. Using the coordinate system at the tips, each tip i is extended by an increment
li in the direction of the tangent vector ti. Therefore, a new set of segments is formed.
These segments are then connected to form new triangles.
(a) The coordinate system at the front: the
normal (red), tangent (blue) and cotangent
(green) vectors.
(b) The extension of the crack surface by
an increment li = 5.
Figure 4.5: The crack is extended in the direction of the tangent vector (blue).
Figure 4.5(b) shows the extension of the crack surface by an increment l = 5 for all frontal
nodes. In three dimensions, the crack extension during propagation is done similarly
except that the extended segments have individual lengths and do not follow the tangent
vectors. They rather involve a propagation angle θi with respect to the two-dimensional
plane formed by (ni, ti) at each tip i, see Section 5.1.
4.2.3 Conclusions and limitations
In the explicit description presented in this section, any crack shape may be discretized
by geometrical entities: a polygon in two dimensions and a polyhedron in three dimen-
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sions. The interior, exterior and the coordinate systems of the crack path/surface and
tip(s)/front have to be well defined. In two dimensions, the tip nodes and a connectivity
matrix H that relates the nodes of the polygon should be defined. In three dimensions,
the frontal line mesh is defined by a connectivity matrix Q and the crack surface mesh is
described by another connectivity matrix L. The connectivity matrices in two and three
dimensions give the necessary information of the order of nodes and the way they connect.
This is important for the orientation of the coordinate systems at the crack interior and
exterior. In addition, all the geometrical entities describing the crack have to be physically
justified. This leads to some necessary requirements that these entities must fulfill:
• Segments of the polygon/polyhedron and its extension must not intersect inside the
domain.
• The angle between two segments must be at least within {90◦, 270◦}, see [68].
• Strongly distorted triangles have to be avoided in three dimensions.
Additionally, the coordinate system in three dimensions at a frontal node of the crack is
evaluated based on the summation of the vectors from the neighboring triangles. This
means that the tangents at the front are not exactly tangent to the crack surface. Hence,
the crack extension is not perfectly tangent to the crack surface. On the other hand in
two dimensions, a perfect extension of the crack is guaranteed. However, it is seen in
this section that the extension of the explicit description from two to three dimensions is
achieved conceptionally in a straightforward manner.
4.3 The implicit description of the crack
It was mentioned earlier that the level set method in the XFEM simplifies the implemen-
tation and addresses the requirements of the XFEM, see Section 3.3. For the XFEM using
the hybrid explicit-implicit description in [68], three level set functions are constructed.
This is in contrast to the common purely implicit description described earlier from [172],
where two orthogonal signed distance functions are used. And it is also different from
the vector level set method in [185] where one signed level set function is constructed
from the crack geometry. Here, three natural level set functions φ1(x), φ2(x) and φ3(x)
are constructed based on the explicit description: two unsigned and one signed distance
function.
• φ1(x) is an unsigned distance function of the crack surface/path.
• φ2(x) is an unsigned distance function of the crack exterior: a tip in two dimensions
and a front in three dimensions.
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• φ3(x) is a signed distance function of the extension of the crack surface/path. The
sign of φ3(x) is based on the direction of the normal vector of the closest point on
the crack surface/path, see [68].
4.3.1 The two-dimensional implicit description
In order to evaluate all three level sets in two dimensions, the distance of an arbitrary
point x to the polygon, its extension and tip needs to be computed. A detailed derivation
of the three level sets in two dimensions can be found in Appendix A.
The level sets φ1 and φ3
In order to evaluate the level set φ1(x), the distance of the point to the polygon (crack
path) is computed. However, for the evaluation of φ3(x), the distance to the extension of
the crack is required. For both cases, this is done by treating each segment of the polygon
independently. This is detailed in Section A.1.1. In the case of adjacent segments, each
segment is treated separately and the level sets φ1(x) and φ3(x) for each point are defined
as the shortest distances to all segments. It is noted that the order of the points in the
segment affects the sign of φ3(x). If the segment is treated as AB, it will generate an
opposite sign than BA as seen in Equation (A.1). In order for φ3(x) to have a continuous
sign in the domain, all segments of the polygon should have the same order of points in
the connectivity matrix H.
The second level set φ2
For the computation of φ2(x), the distance of an arbitrary point x to the crack tip(s)
needs to be computed following Section A.1.2. In case of the presence of multiple tips
in the domain, the shortest distance is evaluated with respect to each tip independently.
Then the smallest value at all points is set to be the level set value φ2(x). The isocontours
of the three level sets in two dimensions are shown in Figure 4.6.
(a) The isocontours of φ1(x). (b) The isocontours of φ2(x). (c) The isocontours of φ3(x).
Figure 4.6: The isocontours of the three level sets in two dimensions.
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4.3.2 The three-dimensional implicit description
In order to evaluate all three level sets in three dimensions, the distance of an arbitrary
point x to the polyhedron, its extension and front needs to be computed.
The level sets φ1 and φ3
Analogously to the two-dimensional implicit description and in order to evaluate φ1(x)
and φ3(x) in three dimensions, the distance of the point x : (x, y, z) to the crack surface
and extension needs to be computed. This is done by treating each flat triangle of the
polyhedron and extension independently as detailed in Section A.2.1. In the case of
adjacent triangles, each triangle is treated separately and the level sets φ1(x) and φ3(x)
for each point are defined as the shortest distances from all triangles. So basically, at
a specific node of the mesh, the level set values corresponding to different triangles are
compared and the shortest distance is set to be the level set value. It is noted that the
order of the vertices in the connectivity matrix L is important since the sign of φ3(x) is
dependent on it as explained in Section A.2.1.
The second level set φ2
The second level φ2(x) in three dimensions is the shortest distance to the active front
polygon. The segments of the polygon are extracted from the connectivity matrix Q and
are treated independently as detailed in Section A.2.2. The level set values corresponding
to different segments at a specific node are then compared and the shortest distance is
set to be the level set value. The isosurface of the first level set φ1(x) = 1 and the second
level set φ2(x) = 1 are shown in Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b).
(a) φ1(x) = 1. (b) φ2(x) = 1.
Figure 4.7: The isosurfaces of the unsigned distances to the crack surface φ1(x) and to
the crack front φ2(x) in three dimensions.
In addition, the isosurfaces of the signed distance φ3(x) = +1 and φ3(x) = −1 constructed
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from the extension of the crack are shown in Figure 4.8.
(a) φ3(x) = +1. (b) φ3(x) = −1.
Figure 4.8: The isosurfaces of the signed distance to the extension of the crack surface
φ3(x).
4.3.3 Coordinate systems implied by the level set functions
From the level set functions, two coordinate systems are defined for any point x in the
domain: a polar coordinate system (r, θ) and a curvilinear system (a, b). The polar
coordinates (r, θ) are evaluated from the level set functions φ2(x) and φ3(x):
r(x) = φ2(x) θ
∗(x) = sin−1
φ3(x)
φ2(x)
. (4.14)
Since the tangent vector in three dimensions is not perfectly tangential to all neighboring
triangles, it is useful to decompose the domain into four regions, for details see [68]
Ω1 = {(x) : φ1(x) 6= |φ3(x)|},
Ω2 = {(x) : φ1(x) = |φ3(x)|, φ2(x) 6= |φ3(x)|, φ3(x) > 0},
Ω3 = {(x) : φ1(x) = |φ3(x)|, φ2(x) 6= |φ3(x)|, φ3(x) ≤ 0},
Ω4 = {(x) : φ1(x) = |φ3(x)|, φ2(x) = |φ3(x)|}.
(4.15)
The angle θ has different values in these regions
θ(x) =

θ∗(x) ∀(x) ∈ Ω1,
pi − θ∗(x) ∀(x) ∈ Ω2,
−pi − θ∗(x) ∀(x) ∈ Ω3,
±pi
2
∀(x) ∈ Ω4.
(4.16)
The polar coordinates in (4.14) and (4.16) are indeed the same variables required by the
branch enrichment functions in the XFEM approximation of the displacement field, see
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Section 3.2.
Another local curvilinear coordinate system (a, b) can be evaluated at any point x:
a(x) = r(x) cos(θ(x)) b(x) = r(x) sin(θ(x)). (4.17)
The curvilinear coordinate system can be used to define the approximated, implicitly
described crack surface Γ as:
Γ(x) =
{
x
∣∣∣ b(x) = 0 and a(x) ≤ 0}. (4.18)
4.3.4 Enrichment functions and enriched nodes
For the step enrichment, the Heaviside function may be evaluated by means of the level
set function φ3(x):
H(x) =
{
0 if φ3(x) ≤ 0,
1 if φ3(x) > 0.
(4.19)
Given the polar coordinates, the branch enrichment functions can be evaluated for isotropic
materials (3.6) and orthotropic materials (3.7).
Each level set φ1(x), φ2(x) and φ3(x) can be evaluated exactly for any point in the do-
main for any arbitrary explicit crack. However in the XFEM, all three level-set values are
evaluated at the nodes and interpolated into the domain using standard finite element
shape functions:
φhj (x) =
∑
i∈I
Niφj(x) ∀j = {1, 2, 3}. (4.20)
From the nodal level set values, the coordinate systems at the nodes are evaluated. Then,
the crack surface implied by these discretized coordinates is only an approximation of the
crack and depends on the mesh size. Let (amin, amax), (bmin, bmax) and (rmin, rmax) be the
minimum and maximum values of the coordinates a, b and r at the nodes of an element.
For an element to contain the crack tip/front, it is sufficient to know that bmin · bmax ≤ 0
and amin · amax ≤ 0. And in the case where all elements within a given radius Rbranch
are to be branch-enriched, it suffices to know that rmax ≤ Rbranch. Let N el be the total
number of elements in the mesh and Ieli be the set of nodes of an element k, then all nodes
of elements in
N branch =
{
k ∈ {1..N el} : max
i∈Ieli
a(xi) ·min
i∈Ieli
a(xi) < 0 and min
i∈Ieli
b(xi) ·max
i∈Ieli
b(xi) < 0
}
,
(4.21)
are enriched. Alternatively, for the enrichment in a fixed area, the element set becomes
N branch =
{
k ∈ {1..N el} : max
i∈Ieli
r(xi) < R
branch}. (4.22)
In addition, an element is completely cut by the crack path if bmin · bmax ≤ 0 and amax ≤ 0
at all its nodes. This means that all nodes of the element in the set
N cut =
{
k ∈ {1..N el} : max
i∈Ieli
a(xi) < 0 and min
i∈Ieli
b(xi) ·max
i∈Ieli
b(xi) < 0
}
. (4.23)
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are enriched with the Heaviside-function unless they are already marked for the branch
enrichment.
(a) Two-dimensional enriched nodal sets. (b) Three-dimensional enriched nodal sets.
Figure 4.9: The nodes of the blue elements are step enriched. The branch enrichment is
realized at the element nodes of the red elements.
The enriched nodal sets Icut and Ibranch are the set of nodes of the elements N cut and
N branch respectively.
4.3.5 Element decomposition based on the level set
In order to perform the integration, the implicit description is used. The crack is described
by the discretized level sets interpolated by the finite element shape functions. Herein, the
subdivision in two dimensions is achieved with respect to planar interfaces by interpolating
the values from the level sets at the nodes. In three dimensions and for hexahedral
elements, if a finite element interpolation of the level set is used, the resulting crack is
piecewise planar. A linear interpolation of the level set using standard finite element shape
functions is then employed within the sub-tetrahedra of the hexahedron. And since the
subdivision of the hexahedron is not unique, the resulting crack is different for different
subdivisions.
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(a) Hexahedron partitioned into five tetrahedra. (b) Hexahedron partitioned into six tetrahedra.
Figure 4.10: The subdivision of a hexahedron directly affects the interpolation of the level
set.
The resulting crack surface shown in Figure 4.10(a) from five tetrahedra subdivision is
different than the crack shown in Figure 4.10(b) with six tetrahedra even though the
nodal level set values of the hexahedron are identical.
4.3.6 Conclusions and limitations
Three level set functions are introduced in this section to describe the crack implicitly in
the context of the hybrid description: (i) an unsigned level set φ1(x) which is the shortest
distance of all points x in the domain to the actual crack path/surface; (ii) an unsigned
level set φ2(x) which is the shortest distance of x to the actual crack tip/front ; and (iii)
a signed level set φ3(x) which is the shortest signed distance of x to the extension of
the crack path/surface. It was seen that the three level sets have specific purposes in the
XFEM. The level sets φ2(x) and φ3(x) address directly the polar coordinates needed by
the branch enrichment functions and the curvilinear coordinates that help to specify the
nodal sets needed in the XFEM. Additionally, the first level set φ1(x) helps to decompose
the domain into regions around the crack, see Equation (4.15). It is noted that a valid
explicit crack description according to section 4.3.2 must be available. Otherwise, the
automatically evaluated level set functions from the explicit geometry can not successfully
used in the XFEM part.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, a new description of cracks in the framework of the XFEM is presented
following the work of Fries and Baydoun [68]. The proposed approach maintains the
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advantages of explicit and implicit descriptions. The enrichment functions and nodal sets
are defined using the implicit description whereas for the crack propagation, the explicit
description is preferable. As mentioned before, many approaches for the crack description
are possible in two dimensions but only few may be extended to three dimensions. The
hybrid description, presented in this chapter, has the important advantage that it is easily
extendable from two to three dimensions.
With the pre-processing and the core part of the processing stage of the crack simulation
using the XFEM covered, the crack update part involved in the crack propagation is
explained next where the propagation algorithm and criteria are detailed.
Chapter 5
Propagation criteria in the XFEM
using a mixed crack description
The main disadvantage of the purely implicit description is the crack update which is
however easily realized using the explicit description [30, 154, 176]. In this chapter, the
crack update algorithm for the hybrid description in two and three dimensions is detailed:
the existing crack geometry is updated by adding crack increments at the tip or points at
the front. In order to define the direction of the increment, four propagation criteria are
applied in the context of the explicit-implicit description following the work of Baydoun
and Fries [18]: The maximum circumferential stress criterion (MCSC), the maximum
strain energy release rate criterion (MSERRC), the minimal strain energy density criterion
(MSEDC) and the material forces criterion (MFC).
5.1 Update of the crack surface
During the actual propagation of the crack, an update technique similar to the extension
algorithm is used with the difference that the extended segments have individual lengths.
They propagate in the direction of an angle θprop and do not follow the tangent vectors
at the tips. In two dimensions, each tip is extended by an individual increment. The
increment has a length li and a propagation angle θ
prop
i with respect to the plane formed
by the tip coordinate system (ni, ti) where i = {1...Ntips} as shown in Figure 5.1.
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(a) The angle θpropi spans the plane built by
the coordinate system (ni, ti) at each tip i.
(b) Each tip i is propagated in the di-
rection of angle θpropi by an increment
li.
Figure 5.1: The crack is extended with length li and direction θ
prop
i spanning (ni, ti) of
each tip.
Accordingly in three dimensions, each frontal point (e.g. tip) from the connectivity matrix
Q is extended by an increment of length li and a propagation angle θ
prop
i with respect
to the two-dimensional plane formed by (ni, ti) for i = {1...Ntips}, with Ntips being the
number of free nodes at the front; see Figure 5.2 and Section 4.2.2.
(a) The angle θpropi spans the two-
dimensional plane built by {ni, ti} at each
tip on the front.
(b) The new crack surface after propa-
gation is shown in blue.
Figure 5.2: The crack propagation is realized based on increments at each tip i with
individual angles θi and lengths li.
5.1.1 Propagation algorithm
The geometric update algorithm of the explicit crack description in two and three dimen-
sions may be summarized in three main points:
• Starting from an existing crack described by a polygon/polyhedron, a basis is as-
signed at every tip/front node i: (ni, ti) in two dimensions and (ni, ti,qi) in three
dimensions, see Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.
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• A new increment with a propagation angle θpropi and a length li is evaluated at each
tip/front node from the propagation criterion, this is later detailed.
• The new increment(s) are interconnected to form a new crack path/surface mesh.
The new and old crack path/surface is composed by the old one plus the intercon-
nected increments.
The remaining question is how the propagation angles θpropi and lengths li are defined, i.e.
“In which direction does the crack propagate and by how much?”. This is addressed in
the following sections for different approaches.
5.1.2 The increments at the front
In order to answer the above question, one needs to differentiate between two fields:
the global fields evaluated in (x, y, z)-coordinates and local fields evaluated in (r, θ)-
coordinates and (a, b)-coordinates. One can thus differentiate between three principal
approaches, see [34]:
• Local approaches that are based on the local fields at the crack tip such as the
maximum circumferential stress criterion (MCSC) introduced by Erdogan and
Sih [64] and the maximum strain criterion (MSC) introduced by Maiti et al. [121].
• Global approaches that are based on the energy distribution at the crack such as
the maximal strain energy release rate criterion (MSERRC) introduced by Hussain
et al. [93].
• Mixed approaches that are based on the energy distribution along the crack by
means of local fields such as the material forces criterion (MFC) introduced by
Gurtin [85] and the minimal strain energy density criterion (MSEDC) introduced
by Sih et al. [167].
Other criteria like the loss of material stability criterion and the Rankine criterion are
mentioned in [153] where the method introduced avoids representing the crack topolog-
ically. The stress intensity factors are often used for propagation in the XFEM. They
are based on measuring the strength of the singularity at the crack tip and often evalu-
ated using the interaction integral, for details see Appendix B. The interaction integral
is frequently used in two dimensions, yet it poses difficulties and uncertainties in three
dimensions, see [154, 195] and Section B.1. In addition, the auxiliary fields required by
the interaction integral are dependent on the material properties of the elastic material.
It is seen in Section B.2 that the complexity of the definition of the auxiliary fields greatly
increases when an orthotropic material is used compared to an isotropic material. There-
fore, the interaction integral is not employed in this work.
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The direction of the crack is directly related to the accuracy of the propagation criterion
used. In the following, the maximum circumferential stress criterion (MCSC), the maxi-
mum strain energy release rate criterion (MSERRC), the minimal strain energy density
criterion (MSEDC) and the material forces criterion (MFC) are recalled and the influence
of the related fields is emphasized. In case of the classical FEM, the variables of interest
for each criterion, i.e. the circumferential stress for MCSC, energy density for MSEDC are
evaluated in the vicinity of the front which coincides with nodes. In the XFEM, the tips
do not coincide with nodes but rather lie within elements. Therefore, a set of evaluation
points has to be chosen around selected nodes on the front. These criteria are rather
difficult to implement when using a purely implicit description of the crack in the XFEM.
On the other hand, when using an explicit description, the selection of the crack tips, the
placement of evaluation points and the assignment of field variables are greatly simplified,
for details see [18].
In the FEM framework, the efficiency of the first three criteria was tested in [26, 33, 34],
the MSEDC and modified MSERRC are tested in [43] and the MCSC and MFC are
compared in [83].
5.2 Maximum circumferential stress criterion - MCSC
The maximum circumferential stress criterion was introduced by Erdogan and Sih [64]
for elastic materials. It states that the crack propagates in the direction where the circum-
ferential stress σθθ is maximum. It is a local approach since it is based on local stress fields
around the crack front. The circumferential stress field at the evaluation points around
the tips of the crack front can be formulated in terms of the stress intensity factors for
isotropic materials:
σθθ =
1√
2pir
[
KI
4
(
3 cos
θ
3
+ cos
3θ
2
)
+
KII
4
(
−3 sin θ
2
− 3 sin 3θ
2
)]
, (5.1)
and for orthotropic materials [157]:
σθθ =
1√
2pir
[
KI Re
{
A (s1 B− s2 C)
}
+KII Re
{
A (B− C)
}]
(5.2)
where s1, s2 are the roots of the characteristic equation for orthotropic materials and
detailed in Appendix B
A =
1
s1 − s2 , B = (s2 sin θ + cos θ)
3
2 , C = (s1 sin θ + cos θ)
3
2 . (5.3)
The direction of the maximum circumferential stress θprop is expressed by:
∂σθθ
∂θ
∣∣∣
θ=θprop
= 0, (5.4)
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From Equations (5.1) and (5.2), it can be seen that this criterion can well predict the
fracture direction in two mixed modes. Henceforth, it is obvious that KIII has no effect
on σθθ, so it is suggested that the MCSC is less suitable for situations where mode III is
dominant.
5.2.1 Point identification
Since the MCSC is a mode I/II criterion, the crack is only expected to propagate in the
plane spanned by the normal and tangent vectors at a tip. Therefore, the circumferential
stress is evaluated at points around the crack tips within the plane spanned by (n, t). First,
the points around each tip have to be identified, see Figure 5.3(a). Each point within this
circle has a unique direction θ with respect to the tangential vector t. The dissipation
in the material is expected to be positive [85] meaning that the crack only propagates
forward, which limits θ to be within −90o and +90o. Furthermore, as suggested by
experiments and theoretical insights, the maximum propagation angle for a pure mode II
is ±70.54o. Therefore, points are placed on the arc between −70.54o to +70.54o from t in
the plane formed by (n, t), see Figure 5.3(b).
(a) A set of points are placed on the
circle in the plane (n, t) around each
tip.
(b) The circle is replaced by an arc
within −70.54o and +70.54o from the
tangent t.
Figure 5.3: The point identification algorithm: a set of points is placed on an arc around
the tip.
Evaluation points are placed on this arc for each tip i on the front. The radius r of the
arc is user-defined and investigated in the numerical results. The next step is to define
the circumferential stresses at each point. Each evaluation point on the arc is inside an
element of the mesh. The circumferential stress at the evaluation point is computed based
on the nodal values of the stress fields of the corresponding element nodes. The stress
values from the nodes are projected to the given evaluation point by interpolation.
It is important to note that in C0-continuous approximations, the stress fields are dis-
continuous over the element boundaries. Therefore, it is recommended to smooth stress
fields at the nodes prior to the interpolation, see [68]. The maximum circumferential stress
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theory states that the crack extension propagates in the direction where σθθ is maximum.
The propagation starts where max (σθθ) reaches a critical material constant.
5.2.2 From global to local fields
The nodal stress values in the domain are given by the XFEM solution. For each evalu-
ation point p = {1...N icp} inside an element-with N icp being the number of points on the
arc around a tip i, the global smoothed stresses from the nodes are interpolated at the
evaluation point p. In order to project these global stresses to the local system (rp, θp),
two transformations are required. A first transformation from global to local fields is
achieved by the derivatives of (ni, ti,qi):
σtnq = TglσxyzT Tgl =

σtt σtn σtq
σtn σnn σnq
σtq σnq σqq
 with Tgl =

∂ti
∂x
∂ti
dy
∂ti
∂z
∂ni
∂x
∂ni
dy
∂ni
∂z
∂qi
∂x
∂qi
dy
∂qi
∂z
 , (5.5)
where σtnq are the local stresses in the (t,n,q)-coordinate system at the point p. The
second transformation Tlp from local to cylindrical coordinates is achieved by a rotation
of the local stresses σtnq:
σrθq = TlpσtnqTlpT =

σrr σrθ σrq
σrθ σθθ σθq
σrq σθq σqq
 with Tlp =

cos(θp) sin(θp) 0
− sin(θp) cos(θp) 0
0 0 1
 ,
(5.6)
where σrθq are the cylindrical local stresses at each point p.
5.2.3 Crack increments
The circumferential stresses σθθ for all points p = {1...N icp} on the arc are evaluated.
The current tip i propagates in the direction θpropi towards the evaluation point with the
maximum circumferential stress. This maximum stress value σi is stored at every tip i.
In addition to the angle, an increment li is required at every tip. This is achieved by
scaling a user defined increment da by the maximum stress value σi at every tip over the
maximum stress of all the tips:
li = da · σi
max1...Ntips{σi}
with σi = maxσ
i
θθ. (5.7)
With θpropi and li known for every tip on the crack front, the crack is propagated following
Section 5.1.
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5.3 Maximal strain energy release rate criterion -
MSERRC
The strain energy release rate criterion was introduced by Hussain [93]. The strain
energy rate is understood to be the energy dW required for a crack to increase by an
increment da. The criterion states that among all admissible directions of the crack, the
real crack direction is the one which maximizes the strain energy release rate
G = −dW
da
. (5.8)
The MSERRC has its theoretical basis in the energy balance theory [93]. Many techniques
are used to compute G in two dimensions. The most popular ones are the J-integral
introduced by Rice [156], the surface integral introduced by De Lorenzi [118] and the
interaction integral method introduced by Destuynder [54], for details see [34, 83].
The strain energy release rate can be rewritten in terms of the stress intensity factors and
the material matrix C:
G =
√
1 + ρ
2C11C22
(
λ−
1
4 K2I + λ
1
4 K2II
)
+
√
C55C66
2
K2III. (5.9)
with the dimensionless parameters λ and ρ:
λ =
C22
C11
, ρ =
C11C22
2C66
−√ν12ν21. (5.10)
For isotropic materials, the formulation of G is reduced to:
G =
1
E?
(
K2I +K
2
II
)
+
1
2µ
K2III, E
? =

E
1− ν2 for plane strain;
E for plane stress.
(5.11)
where E is the Young’s modulus, ν is the Poisson’s ratio and µ the shear modulus.
5.3.1 Approximation of the energy release rate
It can be seen from (5.9) that G does not depend on θ. It is useful to employ an approx-
imate expression of G introduced in [43] which is based on θ. Starting from the effective
stress intensity factors for isotropic materials,
KI,eff =
[
KI
4
(
3 cos
θ
3
+ cos
3θ
2
)
+
KII
4
(
−3 sin θ
2
− 3 sin 3θ
2
)]
, (5.12a)
KII,eff =
[
KI
4
(
sin
θ
3
+ sin
3θ
2
)
+
KII
4
(
cos
θ
2
+ 3 cos
3θ
2
)]
, (5.12b)
KIII,eff = KIII cos
θ
2
. (5.12c)
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The stresses in the polar coordinate system can be reformulated for isotropic and or-
thotropic materials such as
σθθ =
KI,eff√
2pir
, σrθ =
KII,eff√
2pir
, σθq =
KIII,eff√
2pir
. (5.13)
The energy release rate is approximated by KI,eff , KII,eff and KIII,eff assuming the same
amount of energy is needed under KI, KII and KIII from (5.11). Thus,
G(θ) ≈
√
1 + ρ
2C11C22
(
λ−
1
4 K2I,eff + λ
1
4 K2II,eff
)
+
√
C55C66
2
K2III,eff . (5.14)
Substituting (5.13) in (5.14), gives the approximation of G(θ) in terms of the stresses in
the cylindrical coordinate system σrθq:
G(θ) =
(
pir
2
)√
1 + ρ
C11C22
(
λ−
1
4σ2θθ + λ
1
4σ2rθ
)
+ (pir)
√
C55C66σ
2
θq. (5.15)
5.3.2 Crack increments
The value of the energy release rate value G is then defined following (5.15) at each
evaluation point p = {1...N icp} of the arc around every tip at the front. The points
are placed following the algorithm in Section 5.2.1. A tip i propagates in the direction
of the evaluation point with the maximum strain energy release rate θpropi , where the
propagation angle is the largest absolute angle Gi of all the maxima of G(θ) at each tip.
The corresponding value of Gi is also stored at each tip. Then, the increment at every
tip is evaluated from
li = da · Gi
maxi∈1...Ntips
{
Gi
} . (5.16)
In [79], the energy release rate is evaluated over a portion of a cylinder or box around
each tip at the front. In this paper, only points around an arc are placed for the test cases
where mode I and II are dominant. For a mixed mode I/II/III test case, the above point
identification approach is realized also in a third direction q. The points are then placed
over a portion of a cylinder with width w, radius r and the angle varies between −70.54◦
and +70.54◦.
5.4 Minimal strain energy density criterion - MSEDC
The minimum energy density criterion was first introduced by Sih [166]. It states that
the crack will propagate in the direction of the minimum energy density. This criterion
is a mixed global-local criterion. It is based on the energy distribution around the crack
using local fields (r, θ, q). The strain energy density S is inversely proportional to the
distance r from the crack tip:
S = r ·
∑
i,j
(
1
2
σijεij) ∀ i, j = r, θ, q; (5.17)
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where the stresses are evaluated following Section 5.2.2 and the strains εij are defined
analogously. The strain energy density is evaluated at points around an arc of radius r.
5.4.1 Crack increments
It is noted that the point where the strain energy release rate has a minimum is not unique,
see e.g. [167]. Usually, the smaller absolute angle is considered as the propagation angle
θpropi . The corresponding value of Si is stored at each tip. The propagation increment at
every tip are defined as follows:
li = da · Si
mini∈1...Ntips
{
Si
} . (5.18)
It is noted that the MSEDC shows stability problems under pure mode II and pure mode
III, for details see e.g. [43, 167].
5.5 Material forces criterion - MFC
The material forces criterion is introduced by Eshelby in [65]. Material forces are identi-
fied as the driving forces for brittle crack propagation in elastic solids. A duality between
physical and material forces was first discussed by Steinmann [170]. Steinmann’s rea-
soning was that any lack of equilibrium in a system denotes an imbalance of the physical
forces. In applications, the most popular material forces application is the J-integral
of a crack tip in fracture mechanics, see [123] and Appendix B. The material force is
evaluated by integrating the Eshelby’s tensor or energy momentum tensor over the solid
domain. Following the works of Miehe and Gu¨rses [84, 126], a duality exists between
the actual stress field σ driving the displacement field u and a stress like tensor Σ driving
the crack increment da. This stress like tensor is actually the Eshelby tensor and it drives
the increment of the crack
Σ = W (∇u) · I− (∇Tu) σ. (5.19)
It is noted for completeness that the analogy of the material forces and the J-integral
is thoroughly discussed in [83, 86]. In two dimensions, the J-integral is computed by an
integral over a contour that encloses the crack. In three dimensions, the contour integral
is replaced by a surface integral.
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5.5.1 From FEM to XFEM
In the finite element approximation, the nodal material force F Ie for an element e is
evaluated by numerical integration over the element volume V e, see [132]
F Ie = −
∫
V e
(ΣijN
I
,j) dV
e. (5.20)
This is in analogy to Steinmann’s duality in [171] between physical forces at the nodes
f Ie = −
∫
V e
(σijN
I
,j) dV
e and nodal material forces (5.20). The resulting total material
force at a node I is defined as the sum of all nodal forces from surrounding elements ne
F I =
ne∑
e=1
F Ie . (5.21)
In the FEM, the largest nodal material force is obtained at the crack tip node. The
incorporation of the material forces in the XFEM framework was first discussed in [116]
and is faced by the fact that the crack tip does not coincide with a node. Therefore, this
criterion has to be extended to the vicinity of the crack tip.
5.5.2 From global to local fields
The nodal global material forces in (x, y, z) are evaluated following equation (5.21). For
this criterion, a full circle is used around each tip. At each evaluation point p = {1...N icp}
around a tip i, these global material forces are first interpolated to p. Then they are
projected to the local system (ti,ni,qi) using the same transformation Tgl from Section
5.2.2:
Ftnq = TglFxyz =

Ft
Fn
Fq
 (5.22)
The resultant material force at each tip Fi is equal to the sum of all forces surrounding
the tip,
Fi =
N icp∑
p=1
F ptnq. (5.23)
5.5.3 Crack increments
The tip propagates in the direction θpropi as follows:
θpropi = tan
−1 F
k
n
F kt
. (5.24)
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Furthermore, the length of the increment is defined as:
li = da · Fi
max1...Ntips
{
Fi
} . (5.25)
The MFC proposed here depends on the radius r of the arc surrounding each tip. It also
can be evaluated in (x, y, z), where instead of having an increment of length li and a prop-
agation angle θprop, the increment will be directly a three-dimensional vector extending
each individual tip in the global coordinate system. However, in order to be consistent
with the other criteria, we formulate this criterion also rather in terms of θpropi and li.
5.6 Summary
In this section, the propagation algorithm of the explicit description is presented where
increments are added to the crack geometry. These increments are evaluated using dif-
ferent propagation criteria: The maximum circumferential stress criterion (MCSC), the
maximum strain energy release rate criterion (MSERRC), the minimal strain energy den-
sity criterion (MSEDC) and the material forces criterion (MFC) following Baydoun and
Fries [18]. The propagation algorithm of the crack starts with an existing explicit crack
described by a polygon in two dimensions and a polyhedron in three dimensions. First
a coordinate system is assigned at every tip/front node following Section 4.2.1 in two di-
mensions and Section 4.2.2 in three dimensions. Then, an increment with a propagation
angle θprop and a length l is evaluated at each tip. The propagation angle θprop and l
of the increment strongly depend on the employed propagation criterion. A new crack
path/surface is formed and is composed by the old one plus the interconnected increments.
In the following chapter, crack propagation in the XFEM using a hybrid description is
validated and the four propagation criteria are compared in order to reach a conclusion
about which criterion should be used in the splitting process of the BSSO.

Chapter 6
Validation of the XFEM using the
hybrid description
In this chapter, four crack propagation criteria of Chapter 5 are investigated and compared
in the context of the XFEM using the hybrid description of the crack, see Chapter 4. The
accuracy of the four criteria is studied for isotropic materials in two and three dimensions.
Two test cases in two dimensions are studied using mixed modes I/II: a three point
bending test of a cracked beam with three holes from [26] and a bending test of a beam
with two cracks and two holes from [33]. In three dimensions, three test cases are studied
using mixed modes. The asymmetric bending test case under mode I/II from [74], the
torsion test by Brokenshire from [37] under mode II/III and an aluminum specimen under
modes I, II and III from [43]. The mesh is described in two dimensions by quadrilaterals
and in three dimensions by hexahedra.
6.1 Two-dimensional numerical results
In this section, two test cases in two dimensions using isotropic materials are studied
using mixed modes mode I/II. Both test cases are tested using the above mentioned
propagation criteria and a discussion will conclude each test case.
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6.1.1 Bending test with three holes
The first study is a three-point bending test case of a cracked beam with three holes.
It studies a combination of modes I and II. The experimental setup in [26] is shown in
Figure 6.10(a). Numerical results in the context of the classical FEM are in [83, 90] and
in the context of the XFEM using the MCSC are in [68] and using the MFC in [86]. The
dimensions, supports and loading are shown in Figure 6.1(a). The loading consists of a
compressive point force in y-direction. The crack and the mesh are shown in Figure 6.1(b)
where the initial crack path is described by one segment of 1cm length. The material is
assumed to be isotropic and linear elastic with the following parameters: Young’s modulus
is E = 105MPa and Poisson’s ratio is ν = 0.3.
(a) Dimensions, supports and loading. (b) The crack surface mesh and front.
Figure 6.1: Asymmetric bending test case with one edge crack in a beam under three
point bending with a spring on the left upper side.
For this test case, the radius of the arc where the evaluation points are placed around
the tip is varied: small r = 0.0025, medium r = 0.25 and large r = 1.25. In addition,
the mesh resolution and crack increment size are systematically varied in order to address
possible mesh dependencies: 370, 1408 and 4350 elements are used. The dependency on
the increment da is tested where da is varied as 0.005, 0.2 and 1.
MCSC
The first study using the MCSC has a fixed mesh of 1408 elements, increment da = 0.25
and varies the radius. Figure 6.2(a) shows for this test case that the radius affects the
crack path. It is seen that the use of a large radius forces the crack to stop earlier as the
evaluation points may fall outside the mesh. For a medium radius, the crack goes inside
the second hole; and for a small radius, the crack turns towards the second hole then
changes direction to the third hole.
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(a) r = 0.025, 0.25, 1.25 for
da = 0.25 and 1408 ele-
ments.
(b) 370, 1408 and 4350 ele-
ments for r = 0.25 and da =
0.25.
(c) da = 0.005, 0.2, 1 for r =
0.25 and 1408 elements.
Figure 6.2: Crack paths of the bending test with three holes using the MCSC for (a) a
fixed mesh size, fixed increment and varying radius, (b) a varying mesh size and fixed
increment and radius and (c) a varying increment and a fixed mesh size and radius.
In addition, for a fixed radius and increment and a variable mesh size, a minor dependency
on the spatial discretization is seen for the MCSC as shown in Figure 6.2(b). Figure 6.2(c)
shows the resulting crack paths for different crack increments da and a fixed radius and
mesh size. The dependency on the increments is also minor, it is seen that the crack goes
for all three increments into the second hole. However, for a large increment of da = 1
the crack crosses the second hole. This is caused by the fact that the hole diameter is
smaller than the length of the increment.
MSERRC
The bending test of the beam with three holes is now studied using the maximum strain
energy release rate criterion. The first study has a fixed increment da = 0.25, fixed mesh
size of 1406 elements and a varying radius r = 0.025, 0.25 and 1.25.
(a) r = 0.025, 0.25, 1.25 for
da = 0.25 and 1408 elements.
(b) 370, 1408 and 4350 ele-
ments for r = 0.25 and da =
0.25.
(c) da = 0.005, 0.2, 1 for r =
0.25 and 1408 elements.
Figure 6.3: Crack paths of the bending test with three holes using the MSERRC for
(a) fixed mesh size, fixed increment and varying radius, (b) varying mesh size and fixed
increment and radius and (c) varying increment and fixed mesh size and radius.
For a varying radius, the crack path changes in a similar manner than the MCSC as seen
in Figure 6.2(a) with the difference that for a small radius the path does not turn before
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reaching the second hole rather continues smoothly to the third hole and then exits at
the upper boundary. The second study has a fixed radius r = 0.25, varying increments
and mesh sizes. A smaller dependency on the mesh size is seen in Figure 6.3(b) compared
to the MCSC. And for the case of varying increments shown in Figure 6.3(c), the same
conclusions from the MCSC are also valid.
MSEDC
Next, the efficiency of the minimal strain energy density criterion is tested for the three
point bending test with three holes. First, a test with a fixed increment da = 0.25, fixed
mesh size of 1406 elements and a varying radius r = 0.025, 0.25 and 1.25 is studied.
(a) r = 0.025, 0.25, 1.25 for
da = 0.25 and 1408 elements.
(b) 370, 1408 and 4350 el-
ements for r = 0.25 and
da = 0.25.
(c) da = 0.005, 0.2, 1 for r =
0.25 and 1408 elements.
Figure 6.4: Crack paths of the bending test with three holes using the MSEDC for (a) fixed
mesh size, fixed increment and varying radius, (b) varying mesh size and fixed increment
and radius and (c) varying increment and fixed mesh size and radius.
The crack path changes in a similar manner than the MCSC as seen in Figure 6.2(a) where
for the smallest radius, the crack stirs away from the second hole and falls inside the third
hole. Next, two studies with a fixed radius r = 0.25 and varying increments and mesh
sizes are tested. The dependency on the spatial discretization is seen for the MSEDC
in Figure 6.4(b). A slight jump in the crack path for the mesh size of 370 elements is
seen compared to the other mesh sizes where a smoother path is seen. For the varying
increments, all paths reach the second hole with a sudden change of the propagation angle
up to 70◦ for da = 1 as seen in Figure 6.4(c).
MFC
For the material forces criterion, the propagation angle is determined from the sum of all
material forces around a circle at each tip, see Section 5.5.3. Analogously to the afore-
mentioned criteria, the resulting crack paths for different meshes and crack increments
are investigated. For a varying radius and fixed increment and mesh, the crack path for a
medium radius goes inside the second hole and for a smaller radius it touches the second
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hole and exits at the upper boundary, see Figure 6.5(a). The second study has a fixed
radius r = 0.25, varying increments and mesh sizes.
(a) r = 0.025, 0.25, 1.25 for
da = 0.25 and 1408 elements
(b) 370, 1408 and 4350 ele-
ments for r = 0.25 and da =
0.25.
(c) da = 0.005, 0.2, 1 for r =
0.25 and 1408 elements.
Figure 6.5: Crack paths of the bending test with three holes using the MFC for (a) fixed
mesh size, fixed increment and varying radius, (b) varying mesh size and fixed increment
and radius and (c) varying increment and fixed mesh size and radius.
A dependency on the mesh size is seen in Figure 6.5(b) compared to the other criteria. The
coarser mesh shows that the crack shows a smooth behavior compared to finer meshes.
In addition, it is seen that for varying increments shown in Figure 6.5(c), the best results
are seen for the large increment.
Discussion
For the two-dimensional bending test case with three holes, all criteria had acceptable
results for at least some ranges of radii, meshes and increments. The results from all four
criteria are considered representative since the crack path indeed goes to the second hole
as expected in [26]. The studies show that both the MCSC and MSERRC are robust and
stable for varying increments and mesh sizes and the MSEDC shows acceptable results
whereas the MFC shows the strongest dependency on the mesh quality and increment
size and the crack path looks less satisfactory but still acceptable. For studies with fixed
increment and mesh size, it is noticed that the computations for large radii end earlier
than for small and medium radii. This is caused by the fact that the points around a crack
tip exit the domain, hence the interpolation of stresses and strains is no longer possible. It
is noted the noted values of tested radii belong to ranges and not only commit to specific
values. This means to the change in crack paths does not happen suddenly but gradually
changes based on the radius value.
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6.1.2 Two cracks in a specimen with holes
The second two-dimensional test case considers the propagation of two cracks in a rectan-
gular beam with two holes following the works of Bouchard et al. [32, 33, 34]. The
dimensions, supports, loadings, cracks and mesh are shown in Figure 6.6. The loading
consists of displacements prescribed on the upper side of the domain where the lower side
is fixed. The experimental setup is described in [155] and numerical results are found in
the context of the FEM in [32, 33] and in the context of the XFEM using the MCSC
in [68]. Both cracks are defined by only one connectivity matrix H, see Section 4.2.1. The
material is assumed isotropic and linear elastic with the following parameters: Young’s
modulus is E = 105MPa and Poisson’s ratio is ν = 0.3.
(a) Dimensions, supports and loading. (b) The crack surface mesh and front.
Figure 6.6: Tensile test of a specimen with two cracks and two holes.
For this study, the four propagation criteria are compared. Due to the symmetry of the
loadings and boundary conditions, the crack paths after the propagation are expected to
be symmetric too, for details see [32, 68]. Results from all criteria for a variable radius,
fixed mesh size and fixed increment are shown in Figure 6.7.
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(a) MCSC (b) MSERRC
(c) MSEDC (d) MFC
Figure 6.7: Crack paths of the specimen with two holes using the (a) MCSC, (b) MSERRC,
(c) MSEDC, and (d) MFC for varying radius r = 0.25, 0.025, 0.0025, fixed increment
da = 0.2 and fixed mesh size of 2680 elements.
Compared to the previous test case, the results shown for this test case enables to accen-
tuate the dependency of each criteria on the radius. It is seen that for a small radius in
the MFC, the crack paths propagate towards the holes whereas the symmetry is conserved
for the other criteria. For a large radius, the crack paths tend to propagate straight for
the MCSC and MSEDC, whilst they preserve the kink at the initial propagation steps
for the MSERRC and MFC for all radii. In addition for the MSERRC and large radius,
the symmetry is lost as seen in Figure 6.7(b). Next two studies varying the mesh and
increment are performed.
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(a) MCSC (b) MSERRC
(c) MSEDC (d) MFC
Figure 6.8: Crack paths of the specimen with two holes using the (a) MCSC, (b) MSERRC,
(c) MSEDC, and (d) MFC for varying mesh size of 370, 1408, 4350 elements and fixed
increment and radius r = da = 0.25.
(a) MCSC (b) MSERRC
(c) MSEDC (d) MFC
Figure 6.9: Crack paths of the specimen with two holes using the (a) MCSC, (b) MSERRC,
(c) MSEDC, and (d) MFC for varying increment da = 0.25, 1, 2, fixed radius r = 0.25
and fixed mesh size of 1408 elements.
It is seen in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 that the dependency on the spatial discretization and
increment is magnified compared to the bending test. It is also seen that for varying mesh
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size and increment, the best results are found for the MSERRC where the less dependency
of the crack on the variable in question is seen.
Discussion
It is found for this test case with two holes and two cracks, that the crack paths show
quite different trajectories for different criteria. However, the envelope of the results is
relatively close to the experimental findings in [155] for some values of the radii, increments
and mesh sizes. In addition, the superiority of some criteria over others is more visible
for this test case: the MSERRC shows the smallest dependency on the mesh size and
increment whereas the MCSC shows the smallest dependency on the radius. The strongest
dependency on the mesh size is seen for the MFC, the results appear worse on finer meshes
for this study. The MSEDC on the other hand shows some dependency on the increment,
mesh size and radius but still gives good results in two dimensions. In the next section,
the efficiency of the proposed criteria is tested for three-dimensional test cases.
6.2 Three-dimensional representative numerical re-
sults
In this section, test cases are studied using mixed modes in the following pairings: mode
I/II, mode II/III and a combination of all three crack modes. The first two test cases are
tested using the above mentioned propagation criteria. The last test case is studied using
the MCSC and MSERRC only. A discussion will conclude every test case.
6.2.1 Asymmetric bending test
This test case is three-point bending of a beam. It studies a combination of modes I and
II. The experimental setup in [74] is shown in Figure 6.10(a). Numerical results in three
dimensions in the context of the XFEM are in [8] by means of cohesive cracks and in [83]
using material forces in the context of FEM by only considering linear elastic fracture
mechanics. The crack behavior is tested under two different boundary conditions: when
the spring constant k on the upper left side of the beam is k = 0 and when k =∞. The
initial crack surface is described by 2 × 5 × 5 triangles, see Figure 6.10(b). The front of
the crack is the bold line and is composed by 6 frontal nodes or “tips”. The material is
assumed to be isotropic and linear elastic with the following parameters: Young’s modulus
is E = 105MPa and Poisson’s ratio is ν = 0.3.
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(a) Dimensions, supports and loading. (b) The crack surface mesh and
front.
Figure 6.10: Asymmetric bending test case with one edge crack in a beam under three
point bending with a spring on the left upper side.
The computed crack trajectories for k =∞ and k = 0 from [74] are shown in Figure 6.11.
The bold line is the typical trajectory of the crack and the shaded area is an envelope that
contains all trajectories obtained in experiments [74]. In addition, selected tips at the front
do not necessarily have the same propagation angle and length during propagation. For
this test case with k =∞, the mesh resolution and crack increment size are systematically
varied in order to address possible mesh dependencies: 5256, 12416, 24210 and 41760
hexahedra are used and da is 2, 5, 15 and 30. For this study, the radius of the arc where
evaluation points are placed is kept constant r = 5.
(a) k =∞. (b) k = 0.
Figure 6.11: Computed crack trajectory and experimental envelope for the asymmetric
bending test case.
Then, for the next study a fixed mesh with 5256 elements and da = 5.0 is used and the
four criteria are investigated for k =∞ and k = 0. Three ranges of radii of the arcs where
evaluation points are placed around the tip are considered: small r = 0.05− 1.0, medium
r = 1.0 − 7.0 and large r = 7.0 − 15.0. It is noted that some criteria show a significant
dependence on the radius but the resulting crack surfaces typically change smoothly upon
variations of the radius.
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MCSC
The first study has a fixed radius r = 5.0 and varies the mesh size and crack increment
of the asymmetric bending test with k =∞. For the MCSC, the circumferential stress is
evaluated at a set of points on an arc around each tip.
(a) σθθ vs. θ for the first propagation step. (b) σθθ vs. θ for the second propagation
step.
σθθ σθθ
θ(◦) θ(◦)
Figure 6.12: Circumferential stress plot for points around the right most tip node for the
(a) first and (b) second propagation step.
Figure 6.12 shows the stress plot for the first two propagation steps at the points on the
arc (marked in bold) around the right most tip of the crack from Figure 6.10(b). Each
front point has a unique angle between −70.54◦ to +70.54◦, see Section 5.2.1. It can be
seen that in the first propagation step, the maximum value of σθθ is at an angle of 49.24
◦
and in the second step at an angle of 0.7576◦, which are the propagation angles for the
right most tip in both steps.
(a) r = 5.0 for 5256, 12416, 24200
and 41760 elements.
(b) r = 5.0 and 5256 elements for
da = 2, 5, 15, 30.
Figure 6.13: Crack paths using the MCSC for k = ∞, r = 5.0 for (a) varying mesh size
and fixed increment da and (b) fixed mesh size and varying increment da.
A minor dependency on the spatial discretization is seen for the MCSC. Figures 6.13(a)
and 6.13(b) show the resulting crack paths for different meshes and crack increments da.
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It can clearly be seen that the results are two-dimensional in nature.
Next, results for the bending test with the MCSC for k =∞, da = 5.0, mesh size of 5256
elements and varying the radius are shown in Figure 6.14.
(a) Small radii (b) Medium radii (c) Large radii
Figure 6.14: Crack paths using the MCSC for the asymmetric bending test case for k =∞.
The considered ranges of radii of the arcs where evaluation points are placed around the
tip are: small r = 0.05 − 1.0, medium r = 1.0 − 7.0 and large r = 7.0 − 15.0. The
three-dimensional view shows the final triangular crack surface. It is seen from Figures
6.14(a) and 6.14(b) that for small and medium radii, the crack trajectories fall within the
experimental envelope of Figure 6.11(a) and are perfectly two-dimensional in nature, as
expected for this test case. For the larger range, the side view clearly shows diverging
angles of the tips at the front. On the other hand, the overall path still fits the admissible
trajectory as shown in Figure 6.11(a). The same study is repeated for k = 0 and the
results are shown in Figure 6.15.
(a) Small and medium radii (b) Large radii
Figure 6.15: Crack paths using the MCSC for the asymmetric bending test case for k = 0.
Similar conclusions can be extracted, where the small and medium radii show very promis-
ing results where all the front tips have very similar propagation angles and lengths. The
large range of radii shows varying angles and increments over the depth of the specimen;
the crack is less smooth but still fits the experimental trajectory from Figure 6.11(b).
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MSERRC
Next, the asymmetric bending test with k =∞ is studied using the MSERRC. The energy
release rate G is evaluated for a set of points on the arc around each tip at the front.
(a) G vs. θ for the first propagation
step.
(b) G vs. θ for the second propagation
step.
G
G
θ(◦) θ(◦)
Figure 6.16: The strain energy release rate G for points around the right most tip for (a)
the first propagation step and (b) the second propagation step.
Figure 6.16 plots G at the points with varying angle between −70.54◦ and +70.54◦ for
the right most tip of the crack. The plots show that the maximum strain energy release
rate for the first propagation step is at an angle of 44.7◦ and at an angle of 6.818◦ for
the second propagation step. Figure 6.16(a) shows that the strain energy release rate
can have two maxima, the global maximum with the highest G is usually the one related
to the propagation angle. The same studies of the effect of the spatial discretization as
before are performed here, i.e. the mesh size and crack increment size are systematically
varied. Results are shown in Figures 6.17(a) and 6.17(b) and the crack paths are very
close together. Almost no mesh dependency is seen here.
(a) r = 5.0 for 5256, 12416, 24200
and 41760 elements.
(b) r = 5.0 for da = 2, 5, 15, 30.
Figure 6.17: Crack paths using the MSERRC for k = ∞, r = 5.0 for (a) varying mesh
size and fixed increment da and (b) fixed mesh size and varying increment da.
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Results for different radii, fixed da = 5.0, a mesh size of 5256 elements and k = ∞ are
shown in Figure 6.18 and k = 0 in Figure 6.19.
(a) Small radii (b) Medium and large radii
Figure 6.18: Crack paths using the MSERRC for the asymmetric bending test case for
k =∞.
For both boundary conditions, it can be seen that the crack surface is rather similar for all
ranges with a slight difference: for small radii, a smooth turning is seen at the first steps
of propagation. The crack first propagates in vertical direction before smoothly turning
towards the correct direction. The crack surfaces for small radii are not as smooth as
expected, see Figures 6.18(a) and 6.19(a). No problems are seen for the medium and
large ranges of radii as seen in Figure 6.18(b) and 6.19(b). It is noted that in this case,
the initial angles of the increments are oriented immediately towards the final direction,
which is in contrast to small radii.
(a) Small radii (b) Medium and large radii
Figure 6.19: Crack paths using the MSERRC for the asymmetric bending test case for
k = 0.
MSEDC
The efficiency and robustness of the minimal strain energy density criterion is tested next.
The strain energy density S is evaluated for k =∞ for a set of points on the arc around
the right most tip of the front. It is seen from Figure 6.20(a) that S has two minima.
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The minimum absolute value of the angles belonging to each minima is the propagation
angle. The first step has an angle of 37.12◦ and the second step an angle of 11.05◦.
(a) S vs. θ for the first propagation step. (b) S vs. θ for the second propagation step.
S
S
θ(◦) θ(◦)
Figure 6.20: The strain energy density S plot for points around the right most tip for the
(a) first and (b) second propagation steps.
In the same fashion than before, the mesh resolution and crack increments are varied.
Results are seen in Figures 6.21(a) and 6.21(b). Although, the results are still within
the experimental envelope, they are not as plane (i.e. constant over the thickness) as
before. Moreover, crack paths are slightly more depending on the spatial discretization
than before for the other criteria.
(a) r = 5.0 for 5256, 12416, 24200
and 41760 elements.
(b) r = 5.0 for da = 2, 5, 15, 30.
Figure 6.21: Crack paths using the MSEDC for k =∞, r = 5.0 for varying (a) the mesh
size and (b) increment da.
Results for a fixed increment da = 5.0, a mesh size of 5256 elements and the three radii
ranges for k = ∞ are shown in Figure 6.22 and results for k = 0 are shown in Figure
6.23. For small and medium radii, the crack path is similar to the experimental findings
but with small variations in the length of the increments and the crack direction is not
always straight, see the side views in Figure 6.22(a) and 6.23(a).
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(a) Small and medium radii (b) Large radii
Figure 6.22: Crack paths using the MSEDC for the asymmetric bending test case for
k =∞.
On the other hand, for large radii, the crack tips show diverging angles and increments.
From the side view in Figures 6.22(b) and 6.23(b), it can be seen that the crack propagates
straight in the first steps, then the tips diverge from each other and the inner tips fall
behind and follow a wrong direction.
(a) Small and medium radii (b) Large radii
Figure 6.23: Crack paths using the MSEDC for the asymmetric bending test case for
k = 0.
For k = 0, it can be seen in Figure 6.23(a) that optimal results are found for small and
medium radii. The same conclusion for k =∞ for large radii can be stated for k = 0, see
Figure 6.23(b).
MFC
For the material forces criterion, the propagation angle is determined from the sum of all
material forces around a circle around each tip, see Section 5.5.3. As before, the resulting
crack paths for different meshes and crack increments are investigated.
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(a) r = 5.0 for 5256, 12416, 24200
and 41760 elements.
(b) r = 5.0 for da = 2, 5, 15, 30.
Figure 6.24: Crack paths using the MFC of fixed radius for (a) variable mesh sizes and
(b) variable increments for the asymmetric bending under k =∞.
It is seen that the MFC shows a stronger dependency on the mesh size compared to
the other criteria. For some of the finer meshes, the propagation angle are different and
oscillations are observed. Furthermore, the tips diverge from each other. Therefore, the
robustness of the MFC is questioned here.
(a) Small radii (b) Medium radii (c) Large radii
Figure 6.25: Crack paths using the MFC for the asymmetric bending test case for k =∞.
For completeness, results for k = ∞ are shown in Figure 6.25 and for k = 0 in Figure
6.26. For small radii, it can be seen that the crack path has a larger propagation angle
than the experimental results in Figure 6.11 and shows some oscillations.
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(a) Small and medium radii (b) Large radii
Figure 6.26: Crack paths using the MFC for the asymmetric bending test case for k = 0.
On the other hand, for larger radii, the crack propagates within the expected range but
shows some divergence after a few propagation steps for k =∞ and k = 0. The optimal
results are found for medium radii as seen in Figures 6.25(b) and 6.26(a).
Discussion
For the asymmetric bending test case, all criteria had acceptable results at least for
some ranges of radii, meshes and increments. The side views agree with the numerical
predictions for two dimensions in [74] and the average crack paths fit the curves of the
experimental envelope shown in Figure 6.11. The studies for k =∞ show that both, the
MCSC and MSERRC, are robust and stable for varying increments and mesh sizes and
the MSEDC shows acceptable results. These criteria can be considered mesh independent
whereas the MFC shows the strongest dependency on the mesh quality and increment size
and the crack surfaces look less satisfactory. For studies with fixed increment and mesh
size, it is noticed that the computations for large radii end earlier than for small and
medium ranges. This is caused by the fact that the points around a crack tip exit the
domain, hence the interpolation of stresses and strains is no longer possible. From the
results, it can be deduced that the MCSC and the MSERRC have advantages over the
MSEDC and the MFC for this test case. They both showed a smoother crack path for
small and medium radii.
6.2.2 Torsion test by Brokenshire
The following test case is a beam with a skew crack subjected to torsion. The experimental
setup and results are found in [37]. Numerical studies in the frame of the XFEM are in [73].
The experiment is shown in Figure 6.27(a) with P = 1kN . The initial crack surface is
described by 2×15×15 triangles and is shown in Figure 6.27(b). The material is linearly
elastic with Young’s modulus E = 10GPa and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3. The two prismatic
supports at the ends of the beam are considered to be rigid bodies.
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(a) Dimensions, supports and loading. (b) The crack mesh and front.
Figure 6.27: The Brokenshire torsion test case with a skew crack.
The four criteria are tested for this test case for 4480 elements, an increment da = 5 and
under three ranges of the radii for the point identification: small r = 0.0 − 1.0, medium
r = 1.− 5.0 and large r = 5.0− 10.0.
MCSC
Results for the MCSC show different crack paths for small and medium radii in Figure
6.28. A similar behavior to the bending case is seen, where small and medium radii show
smooth and accurate results, see Figure 6.28(a). The three views of the crack trajectory
show some sort of linearity and symmetry between the propagation angles of tips above
and below the mid of the front. On the other hand, for a larger radius, the crack in the
interior tends to steadily go backwards which defies the principal of maximum dissipation
which states that the crack should always propagate forward, see Figure 6.28(b).
(a) Small and medium radii
(b) Large radii
Figure 6.28: Results of the torsion test case using the MCSC with different radii ranges.
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MSERRC
The results of the MSERRC in Figure 6.29 show more stability for varying radii. The
crack propagates forward for all radii, as expected.
(a) Small and medium radii
(b) Large radii
Figure 6.29: Results of the torsion test case using the MSERRC with different radii ranges.
However, less smoothness and symmetry of the crack are seen in the interior of the front
where the crack front propagation angles do not vary linearly like the angles from the
MCSC as seen from the top view in Figure 6.29(a).
MSEDC
Crack paths for varying radii using the MSEDC are shown in Figure 6.30. The same
conclusions as for the bending test case concerning radii variations may be drawn.
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(a) Small and medium radii
(b) Large radii
Figure 6.30: Results of the torsion test case using the MSEDC with different radii ranges.
Less symmetry is achieved with respect to the mid front as seen in Figure 6.30(a) for
small and medium radii. For large radii, the results are getting less useful as the strain
energy density in the interior has a much smaller magnitude when compared to the front
near the boundary.
MFC
The MFC shows results close to MSEDC with less smooth and symmetric crack surfaces
for medium and large radii as shown in Figure 6.31(b). For small radii, unphysical crack
surfaces are seen where the linearity is lost and oscillations are obtained in Figure 6.31(a).
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(a) Small radii
(b) Medium and large radii
Figure 6.31: Results of the torsion test case using the MFC with different radii ranges.
In addition, the interior of the front propagates backward and small force magnitudes are
obtained due to the fact that further away from the crack, the magnitude of the material
force is small.
Discussion
From the crack paths shown above, it is concluded that the MSERRC and MCSC show
the best results. The MCSC shows a better symmetry and linearity of the increments at
each tip on the front. On the other hand, unphysical behavior where the crack propagates
backward is seen for large radii. Furthermore, MSEDC and MFC fail to give useful results
for a large number of settings.
6.2.3 Specimen under modes I, II and III
The following test case is a specimen under mixed modes I, II and III. It follows the
experimental setup in [43] of an aluminum specimen with Young’s modulus E = 75GPa
and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.35. The variation of the angle α characterizes the ratio between
the modes. Angles α = 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦ without torsion or angles α = 30◦, 45◦, 60◦ with
torsion result in mixed mode I, II and III at the crack, for details see [43]. The initial
crack surface is described by 2×4×12 triangles, see Figure 6.32(b). In this case, an angle
α = 15◦, zero torsion and P = 25kN for a mesh with 5660 elements, and an increment
da = 0.5 are used.
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(a) Dimensions, and loading. (b) The crack mesh and front.
Figure 6.32: A specimen under a tensile force P = 25KN and an inclination angle α
leading to mixed modes I/II/III at the front.
This test case shows an accentuated mode III compared to the other modes. The MCSC
for varying radii showed unphysical results where the maximum circumferential stress was
0 or negative, i.e. the crack was considered fully under pressure and could not propagate.
The MSERRC showed inconsistent results when evaluation points were placed around
an arc. An extension in the q-direction of the point identification method where points
are placed along a portion of a cylinder showed no change for the MCSC. This behavior
is expected since the MCSC is not able to predict mode III accentuation. Using points
around a portion of a cylinder was then tested for the MSERRC and results for medium
radii r ≈ 0.5 and a width w = 0.5 of the cylinder are shown in Figure 6.33.
Figure 6.33: Results using the MSERRC undergoing mixed modes I, II and III.
This test case made it possible to deduce that the MSERRC is capable in predicting the
crack trajectory in mixed modes I, II and III loading. The results match the experimental
findings in [43].
6.3 Summary
In this chapter, different propagation criteria are studied in the context of the XFEM
applied to two- and three-dimensional crack simulations using the hybrid explicit-implicit
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crack description [18, 68]. In this approach, the crack update is realized based on ex-
plicit crack line/surface which allows for a systematic investigation of different propaga-
tion criteria [18]. The maximum circumferential stress criterion (MCSC), the maximum
strain energy release rate criterion (MSERRC), the minimal strain energy density crite-
rion (MSEDC) and the material forces criterion (MFC) are implemented and compared.
All four criteria showed acceptable results for reasonable mesh sizes, increments and radii.
It is noticed that the most crucial parameter, for a reasonable mesh size and increment,
is the radius.
The MCSC, in two dimensions, shows the least dependency on the radius compared
the other criteria. In three dimensions, for the torsion test case, the crack surface tend
to become physically less stable by going backwards for large radii. However for the
three-dimensional asymmetric bending, the MCSC showed robust and stable results for
changing radii, increments and mesh sizes. For the mixed mode I/II/III, the crack using
the MCSC was not able to propagate. This is caused by the fact, that the test case has
an accentuated mode III which is not considered in the definition of the circumferential
stress as discussed in Section 5.2.
The MSERRC shows similar conclusions for two and three dimensions. In two dimen-
sions, the results show little dependency on the mesh size and increment whereas they
worsen for large radii compared to other criteria. For the two-dimensional bending test
with three holes, it is seen that the radius is crucial in the final crack path where for a
small radius, the crack path changes direction to the third hole. In three dimensions, for
the asymmetric bending, the MSERRC shows stable results for changing radii, increments
and mesh sizes. On the other hand, for the torsion test case, the crack is less symmetric
for a large radius compared to smaller radii. For the mixed mode I/II/III, the MSERCC
was able to provide meaningful results only when the points around individual tips are
on a cylinder instead of an arc.
The MSEDC show some dependency on the increment, mesh size and radius but still
show good results for the two-dimensional test case. For the three-dimensional asymmet-
ric bending and torsion test cases, a stronger dependency on the radius is seen where for
a large radius, the crack path shows less favorable results.
On the other hand, the strongest dependency on the mesh size, radius and increment is
noticed for the MFC. The worst results are actually seen for finer meshes, small and large
radii and small increments where oscillations are noticed in the crack path.
In conclusion, the MSERRC and MCSC performed better than the MSEDC and MFC
and the MSERRC was the only criterion to show meaningful results when mode III is
evident.
Chapter 7
XFEM based fracture in the VR
environment
The virtual reality (VR) is a term applicable to a wide range of computer simulated
environments mainly using computer graphics. The main purpose of VR is to simulate
the physical presence of a user in a virtual environment [149]. Most VR environments
are either visual experiences, remote communication using wired gloves and treadmills
or haptic systems with a tactile force feedback primarily used in medical and gaming
applications. The VR environment can range between simulation and interaction to full
body immersion and telepresence [89]. However in practice, it is still a growing research
field since it is still difficult to create a virtual reality experience with high fidelity due
to computational limitations and image restrictions. The majority of applications in the
context of VR and deformable objects are oriented towards medicine [137]. This was
done mainly for less than a decade using the FEM for tissues or bones under surgical
cuts [137, 160, 165, 186] and in the context of the XFEM, surgical cutting in the VR
environment was first introduced in [100, 101]. To the author’s knowledge, no work was
done before to simulate crack propagation in an interactive VR neither using the FEM
nor the XFEM, however some work was done using the BEM in [182].
In this chapter, the modules of crack propagation using the VR simulation tool are de-
scribed. The VR tool is composed of four main components: (i) the haptic device, (ii)
the haptic rendering which includes the collision detection, (iii) the visualization and (iv)
the XFEM simulator. Each component is in constant feedback with another as shown
in Figure 7.1. First the collision of the haptic device with the object is transformed into
loads using the haptic rendering concept. These loads are then mapped to the FE nodes
invoking a deformation which in return has to be visualized. In this chapter, the overall
architecture of the simulation of crack propagation in VR is described. In addition, it
is crucial to provide the haptic rendering, the deformation and the visualization at rates
of milliseconds in order to guarantee a real-time interaction between the haptic device
and the tool. Therefore, a thread level task parallelization for the visualization, collision
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detection, haptics and deformation is used. Moreover in this chapter, the parallelization
approach for the XFEM and propagation algorithm, which is the most computationally
expensive part is detailed.
XFEM simulator
Haptic
rendering
Haptic
device
visualization
Figure 7.1: The structure of an interactive surgical simulator.
In addition, it should be noted at this point that there exist three different discretized
domains for the simulated object, see [112]: (i) a triangular surface mesh for visualization,
(ii) a point shell associated with normals for collision detection and (iii) the actual solid
three-dimensional finite element mesh constructed by tetrahedra for the XFEM. The
former two render the actual topologically changed shape of the object and the latter
endures the deformation and is unchanged during propagation due to the nature of the
XFEM.
7.1 Haptic rendering and visualization
The term haptic rendering refers in the general sense to physical contact (interaction)
for the purpose of perception or manipulation of objects [103]. These interactions are
usually achieved using haptic interface devices. These devices can be classified based on
the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) of motion at the device-body interface [1]. In
this work, a 6-DOF SensAbles Phantom haptic device shown in Figure 7.2 is used.
Figure 7.2: The 6-DOF SensAbles Phantom haptic device.
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Haptic rendering algorithms are needed to compute the correct interaction forces between
the haptic interface (visualized as an avatar) inside the VR environment and the objects
populating this environment [103]. These haptic algorithms are not only responsible of
computing the action from the haptic device but they also in return render a reaction
sensed by the user operating the device.
Collision
rendering
Collision
detection
XFEM/propagation
simulator
Control
algorithm
Haptic
device
Fr
F
F
Figure 7.3: The components of the haptic rendering.
A typical haptic rendering algorithm include three main blocks [88, 103, 145] shown in
Figure 7.3: (i) the collision detection which detects the collision between the avatar and
the object, (ii) the collision response which computes the interaction force between the
object and avatar and returns force and torque vectors F to be applied in the XFEM and
sent to a controller with a (iii) control algorithm which computes a rendering feedback
force Fr to the haptic device. The haptic rendering loop runs in parallel with a frequency
of 1000Hz and is described by the following steps:
1. Get current state of the haptic device/avatar state.
2. Get current state of the point shell representation of the body.
3. Perform collision detection with current avatar state.
4. Perform penalty-based collision response of the interface on the point shell repre-
sentation.
5. Calculate penalty forces acting on the point shell body.
6. Send the feedback forces to the haptic device which displays them to the user.
7.1.1 Collision detection
From Figure 7.3, it is shown that in haptic rendering, the collision detection and response
play a decisive role in deciding how the forces are later percepted either by the XFEM
simulation or the device. In fact, many collision detection algorithms exist in the liter-
ature [125, 145]. Their purpose is to detect collisions between the body and avatar in
the virtual environment and yield information about where and to what extent collisions
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(penetrations and contact area) have occurred in the object [103, 125]. The collision
detection algorithm usually uses a penalty based method to compute the contact and
penetration of the avatar into the body [125]. This is done by repeating the following
steps till convergence (around 20 to 30 times) with a frequency of 200Hz:
1. Perform collision detection with current avatar state.
2. Perform penalty-based collision response:
• Calculate penalty forces acting on the point shell surface representation of the
body.
• Map penalty forces to the force response which, in return, projects them to the
nodes of the XFEM mesh.
For more details concerning collision detection in the VR environment, the interested
reader is referred to [1, 49, 125]. If a collision between the avatar and the body is detected,
the outcome of the collision detection algorithm must be mapped from the point shell
representation of the body surface to the mesh used by the XFEM through the collision
response using a barycentric mapping.
7.1.2 Visualization and deformation using computer graphics
Once the loads is applied to the XFEM simulator, a deformation of the three-dimensional
mesh presented by tetrahedra takes place. The visualization of such deformation is
achieved by mapping the deformation from the volumetric mesh to a triangular surface
mesh within a graphical scene using barycentric mapping too. The triangular surface rep-
resentation used for visualization is similar but not necessarily identical to the boundary
of the tetrahedral mesh but with a higher resolution. The graphical representation of
the haptic interaction tool or avatar is visualized too. In addition and in case of crack
propagation, a surface representation of the crack in the visualization has to be updated.
Subsequently, the triangular surface mesh representing the body has to be opened to
include the crack and new elements on both sides of the crack have to be created and
connected to form a new triangular surface mesh. A sufficient update rate for a smooth
animation of the mesh and crack has to be around 20Hz.
The visualization algorithm apart from the avatar can be summarized in the following:
Starting with an initial undeformed triangular surface discretization of the cracked body,
(i) the displacement field u at the nodes from the XFEM simulator is mapped to the
triangular representation, (ii) in case of propagation, the crack is visualized and elements
cut by the crack are deleted and points are placed on each side of the cut. These points
are then connected using Delaunay triangulation to create a new triangular surface rep-
resentation.
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7.2 The XFEM simulator
The XFEM simulator is the part of the VR tool that generates a deformation (displace-
ment, strains and stresses) of a cracked body with specific material properties under
specific loads and boundary conditions. In case of crack propagation, the crack is up-
dated at every step using a propagation criterion evaluated in terms of the deformation.
In this section, the simulation algorithm formulated in the previous chapters is recalled
and a technique to speed up the XFEM is suggested. This speed up is of great importance
when a real-time interaction is expected especially with the knowledge that the XFEM
simulator is computationally the most expensive component of the VR tool [101].
7.2.1 The simulation algorithm
The simulation algorithm is shown in Figure 7.4. The loop in Figure 7.4 is repeated until
the domain is completely cracked. Each step is described in more detail below.
Initialization
Get forces Haptic rendering
XFEM solver
Propagation
criterion
met?
Update
crack
shape
Visualization
BC
u, ε,σ
no
yes
F
Pre-processing
.......................................................................................................................................................
Processing
New crack surface, Deformed Mesh, u
.......................................................................................................................................................
Post-processing
Figure 7.4: The components of the XFEM simulator.
It is summarized in three main parts: (i) Pre-processing where the initial setup and force
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load of the test case are introduced, (ii) processing where for the particular test case and
loads from the haptic device, the deformation is evaluated using the XFEM in a first part
and for a particular deformation under certain loads, the propagation criterion is tested
in a second part, if it exceeds a limit the crack is updated, otherwise the old crack is used
again in step (i) with new loads; and (iii) post-processing where the new crack shape,
deformed mesh and displacements are visualized in a visualization step:
Pre-processing
1. Get the mesh of the body, the explicit crack surface mesh, boundary conditions and
material properties in an initialization step.
Processing
2. Get the load from the haptic rendering.
3. The implicit description is deduced from the explicit description from Chapter 4
addressing the requirements of the XFEM, see Section 3.3.
4. From the load, get the displacement field u using the XFEM, see Section 3.2.
5. Using the elastic properties of the material, get the strains ε and stresses σ, see
Section 2.1.1.
6. The stresses σ in the (x, y, z)-coordinates are transformed to (r, θ, q)-coordinates,
see Section 3.3.
7. The stresses are mapped to evaluation points on an arc around each tip at the front,
see Section 5.2.1.
8. Using the MSERRC in Section 5.3, the energy release rate G is evaluated from the
stresses and the direction of the maximal value of G is deduced.
9. If the maximum value G at each tip surpasses the limit value, the propagation of
that specific tip is initiated, otherwise go to step (2) and get new loads.
10. The explicit description of the crack is updated following Section 5.1. If a tip exits
the domain, it is blocked for propagation in the next propagation step. Go to step
(2).
Post-processing
12. The new crack shape and cracked deformed mesh by the displacement field u are
visualized.
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During the simulation, the deformation and updated crack shape are sent to the visual-
ization component in step (12), where the displacements are mapped to the triangular
mesh and the crack is represented by two surfaces connected at the front, see the results in
Section 7.4. It should be noted that if all the tips have exited the discretized domain, then
steps (2) to (5) are repeated and the propagation part is excluded from the simulation.
7.2.2 Speeding up the XFEM
The increase of performance is strongly related to the speed of the simulation. This is
mainly done by using parallel programming which increases the computational power
by replicating processing units of performance demanding tasks on multi-core architec-
tures [78]. The XFEM simulator is computationally the most demanding component of
the simulator. In order to parallelize the XFEM, it is important to understand which
parts of the simulation are the most computationally expensive. As an example, a mode
I test case introduced in [19] is considered here. The load is applied in x-direction and
the right and left lower edges are fixed, see Figure 7.5(a). The solid used is an isotropic
elastic material (E = 80MPa and ν = 0.3) and described by 1435 tetrahedral elements.
The whole propagation with r = 0.05 using the MSERRC and increment da = 0.2 is
achieved in 15 propagation steps and takes 88 seconds.
(a) Geometry and loads. (b) Crack shape after 15 steps
Figure 7.5: A pure mode I test case with 1435 tetrahedra, r = 0.05 and increment
da = 0.2.
In the XFEM simulator for one propagation step, 56.2% of the computation time is spent
in the processing part. The global stiffness matrix and force are assembled (35.5%) and
then the linear system is solved using a direct solver (16.1%). The rest of the time (around
5%) is to evaluate the level sets and define the enriched nodal sets. Moreover, the crack
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propagation part takes 42.7% of the overall computational time. This high percentage is
mainly caused by the fact that for the smoothing of the stresses at the nodes, a matrix
has to be assembled and a linear system has to be solved for every stress component. The
rest of the computational time is spent for pre-processing, see Table 7.1.
Tensile test
Computation time (s) 188
Pre-processing 1.15%
Processing
XFEM 56.2%
Assembly 35.5%
Solver 16.1%
Propagation 42.65%
Assembly for stress smoothing 19.6%
Solver for stress smoothing 11.3%
find MSERR 8.2%
Table 7.1: Run-time profiles of the tensile test with 1435 elements. The largest amount
of the total simulation time is spent in the assembly of stiffness matrix and solver.
It is seen from Table 7.1, that in order to speed up the XFEM, the computational time
of the assembly and solver has to be decreased using parallel programming. This involves
that different tasks or data are divided on different processors which have to communicate
with each other. Commonly, two methods are used in assigning tasks to different proces-
sors: MPI (Message Passing Interface) and OpenMP (Open Multi-processing) [192]. A
comparison between both approaches in the context of the FEM can be found in [16].
In this work, the parallelized algorithms were evaluated on a dual-core architecture that
uses an L2-cache chip. In addition, a prototype of a system with Intel quad-core architec-
ture is used which is the Intel Xeon CPU E5540 with 2.53 Ghz and 4 cores 12 GB RAM
with the operating system Windows 7 Enterprise 64-Bit. In what follows, a discussion on
whether to use MPI or OpenMP for the XFEM simulator is elaborated.
MPI versus OpenMP
MPI is meant to provide essential virtual topology, synchronization, and communication
functionality between a set of processes (that have been mapped to nodes, servers and/or
computer instances) with language-specific syntax [146]. MPI programs mainly work with
processes and for the best performance each CPU (or core in a multi-core machine) is typ-
ically assigned with just a single process. This assignment happens at run-time through
a shell based agent that starts the MPI program, normally called mpirun for a Linux
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operating systems or mpiexec for a Windows operating systems.
The main advantage of MPI are that it runs on either shared or distributed memory
architectures. On the other hand, the main drawbacks of MPI are that the programmer
must control the parallelization of the program and the data requires a higher program-
ming effort in order to go from serial to parallel version which is harder to debug. In
addition, using MPI, the performance is limited by the communication network between
the nodes; for details see [82, 146]. In order to avoid drastic changes in the code, the
Portable Extensible Toolkit for Scientific computation (PETSc) can be used. It is a set of
library interfaces, with its own matrix and vector structures, assembly and solving meth-
ods. Usually, the user declares the system matrices and vectors, and then uses PETSc
to assemble, precondition and solve the problem by invoking calls to PETSc methods.
The PETSc is suitable for applications using the FEM and finite difference methods [15]
where each process has its own address space in memory and when needed, information
is passed to other processes via MPI. It is also possible to supply most options at the
command line, which makes experimenting between different methods easier than stand
alone MPI applications.
However, even though PETSc routines could be used in a Windows environment, most of
the routines available are suitable for the Linux environment. In order to use PETSc on
Windows with the Intel based compiler (Microsoft Visual studio), the Intel MKL BLAS
library (Microsoft HPC Pack 2008 R2) is included in a visual studio template in this work.
The MPI-based application has to be executed using the shell mpiexec. The speed-up for
the tensile test case using MPI in PETSc is shown in Figure 7.6.
Figure 7.6: The speed-up using MPI.
Another paradigm in parallelization is OpenMP which stands for Open Multi-Processing.
OpenMP employs a fork-join model of parallel execution. It is initially executed as a sin-
gle process by the master thread and when entering a parallel region, the master thread
creates parallel threads, which is called the fork. The statements within the parallel region
are executed in parallel among the threads and when all threads have finished their work
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in the parallel region, they synchronize and terminate, leaving only the master thread [53].
OpenMP consists of a set of compiler directives, library routines, and environment vari-
ables that can be used to specify shared memory parallelism in Fortran or C/C++ pro-
grams [44]. These are inserted at specific locations in an existing serial code and imple-
mented by the compiler to parallelize those particular sections of the code. Usually these
directives are used to parallelize time-consuming for-loops [44, 53]. The main advantages
of OpenMP are that it is easier to program and debug than MPI, OpenMP-based di-
rectives can be added incrementally and no major changes are required in the original
code. On the other hand, the drawbacks of OpenMP are that it can only run in shared
memory computers and requires special compilers that support OpenMP. Our simulator
is originally running on Windows using Microsoft Visual Studio which supports OpenMP
and is expected to run on a shared memory environment. The drawbacks are actually an
asset in this particular case.
Even though the main advantage of OpenMP resides in the fact that it is easy to be
included in the serial code, it must be carefully realized. A simplistic parallelization of
the loop over the elements could actually increase the computational time [181] since for
parallel processing to work correctly, the iterations must not be dependent on each other
(thread-safe). Thread-safety describes a portion of the program or routine that can be
called from multiple programming threads without unwanted interaction between these
threads.
In this work, a method proposed in [42, 147] is used. The user defines parallel region
blocks using the #pragma omp parallel directive. The parallel code section is executed
by all threads including the master thread. Some data environment directives (shared,
private) are used to control the sharing of program variables that are defined outside the
scope of the parallel region. In order to guarantee a thread safe environment, synchroniza-
tion directives have to include barrier or critical commands. A barrier directive causes a
thread to wait until all other threads in the parallel region have reached the barrier. In
this work, an implicit barrier exists at the end of the parallel region and a critical directive
is used to restrict access to the enclosed code to only one thread at a time. This is a very
important point when threads are modifying shared variables [91].
The solver employed to solve the system of linear equations is an iterative conjugate
gradient (CG) solver which is parallelized using OpenMP as detailed in [100]. The pre-
conditioned conjugate gradient solver is used from the Library of Iterative Solvers for
linear systems (LIS) [141]. When using the XFEM, the placement of integration points
in enriched elements, the evaluation and assembly of the element matrices into the global
stiffness matrix take most of the computational time; see Table 7.1. Therefore, it is im-
portant to balance the load in the threads. This is done by splitting the enriched elements
into different threads [101]. The speed-up using OpenMP for the tensile test case is shown
in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: The speed-up using OpenMP.
It is seen from Figures 7.6 and 7.7 that the speed-up using MPI is better than OpenMP.
However, it is noted that the XFEM simulator is included in the surgical simulator with
only three threads reserved for it. For 3 threads, a close speed-up value is shown for both
MPI and OpenMP. The rest of the 8 threads in the VR tool are divided as follows: 3
threads for the haptic rendering, 1 thread for the visualization and 1 thread to update the
haptic representation. Therefore, it is preferable that the whole simulator is combined in
one application instead of having separate applications and communicate between them,
hence loosing time in the communication of data. In addition and in order to speed-up
the computation, the global stiffness matrix does not have to be assembled at every step
if the propagation did not take place. This is justified by the fact that for a stationary
crack, the stiffness matrix is the same at every step and what actually could change is the
global force vector. Therefore, if the propagation criterion was not satisfied (the elastic
limit was not reached), the stiffness matrix of the previous step is still valid, thus saving
time by avoiding any unnecessary assembly.
7.3 Coupling of the XFEM simulator and the VR
tool
It was described earlier how each part of the VR tool is connected to another. In this
section the coupling of the XFEM simulator with the haptic rendering and visualization
tools is discussed based on topology considerations. As mentioned earlier, three different
topologies are used to describe the mesh in the proposed VR tool: the point shell de-
scription for the haptic rendering, the three-dimensional tetrahedral mesh for the XFEM
simulator and the triangular surface mesh for the visualization tool. The point shell de-
scribes the surface of the body using points in a three-dimensional space with a normal
associated to each point. The point shell description is usually fine in order to accurately
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detect the collision between the haptic device and the body. The tetrahedral mesh can
be considerably coarser in order to reduce the computational time under the restriction
that the enriched nodal sets should not be empty. On the other hand, the triangular
surface mesh for the visualization has to be fine in order to capture the deformation and
opening of the mesh caused by the presence of the crack and propagation. The mapping
of the forces from the point shell to the tetrahedral mesh and accordingly the mapping of
the deformation from the tetrahedral mesh to the triangular mesh for the visualization is
done using a barycentric mapping. The presence of different topologies and the mapping
between them allow to claim the existence of a multi-resolution deformation.
7.3.1 Multi-resolution deformation
Considering the topological changes caused by the crack propagation, the number and
position of degrees of freedom are changed each time the crack propagates. In the trian-
gular surface mesh used for the visualization, if a triangle has a change of sign of the level
set, it is considered cut and will then be removed from the visualization mesh. And new
points are placed above and below the crack surface. These points are then doubled and
separated based on the displacement field. The resulting points at each side of the crack
are connected by a new triangular surface mesh. The surfaces above and below the crack
are connected at the crack front after propagation. In addition, the point shell is updated
by removing the points on the crack surface. It should be noted that the mapping between
different topologies could cause some vibrations in the system. This is mainly seen for low
Young’s moduli. One solution to this problem is to introduce damping in the mapping.
The higher the value of damping is, the more stable the mapping of the deformation is.
The coupling of the XFEM simulator and the VR tool using multi-resolution deformation
is described in the following steps:
1. Calculate the barycentric mapping of surface representations (triangular mesh for
visualization and the point shell with associated normals for haptic rendering) with
respect to the undeformed tetrahedral mesh in the XFEM.
2. Get the deformation of the tetrahedral mesh and the updated crack surface mesh
in case of propagation from the XFEM simulation loop, see Section 7.2.
3. Update the surface representations:
• Determine for all points/vertices, which are embedded in a newly enriched
tetrahedron, on which side of the crack they are located and adapt their map-
ping accordingly.
• Extend the crack surface mesh by removing cut triangles and connecting the
triangles on both sides of the crack at the front, see Section 7.1.2.
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• Update the position of all points/vertices using the mapping of the current
solution.
4. Compute the current state of the surface representation to the haptic rendering
device via forces Fr, see Section 7.1.1.
5. Get the current state of the haptic device and go to step (2).
In the following section, the tensile test case is implemented using the XFEM in the VR
environment where two haptic devices are employed.
7.4 Representative results
In this section, a mode I tensile test case of the notched beam using the XFEM from
Section is tested in the VR environment with two haptic devices. The triangular visual-
ization mesh of the notched specimen is shown in Figure 7.8(a) where it is seen initially
that the notch in the specimen does not have to be sharp compared to the crack surface
mesh used in the XFEM. The haptic devices are visualized as two rectangular tools and
are applied at the surfaces of the notch where the forces are visualized as the colored
arrows on the surface. The propagation process is shown in Figure 7.8 where the limit
stress energy release rate Glimit is chosen to be considerably small Glimit = 0.5N/m.
(a) The loads and ge-
ometry of the visualized
mesh.
(b) The crack shape after 9 steps. (c) The crack shape after 14
steps.
Figure 7.8: Propagation of the crack visualized by element deletion and creation of new
surfaces.
It is seen in Figures 7.8(b) and 7.8(c), that the crack surface shown in red propagates
in a similar manner than Figure 7.5(b) and matches the numerical results in [19]. The
resulting crack opening and separation are visualized by element deletion and surface
reconstruction of the triangular mesh; whereas the original tetrahedral mesh used by the
XFEM is unaltered. Initially, the frequency plot of the interaction between the haptic
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device and the VR tool ranges between 30Hz and 40Hz before propagation as shown in
Figure 7.9(a).
(a) Frequency before prop-
agation.
(b) Frequency drop at the be-
ginning of the propagation.
(c) Frequency during propaga-
tion.
40 - 40 -
33 -
20 - 20 -
Figure 7.9: Frequency of the simulation over real time.
Once the propagation is initiated, the frequency drops to below 20Hz and then stabilizes
at 20Hz during propagation. The main reason for this drop is that the propagation step
could take up to half of the computational time, see Table 7.1. However, a frequency of
20Hz still satisfies the demands of a real-time interaction and the propagation is finished
in 17 seconds.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter, the XFEM was introduced within the VR environment coupled with a
haptic device. It is seen that three main components are involved in the VR tool: (i) the
haptic rendering which renders the forces from the haptic device using collision detection
and delivers them to (ii) the XFEM simulator from which the deformation and crack shape
are evaluated and are (iii) visualized in the visualization part. The algorithm involved in
each component and the coupling of all three in terms of the deformation are detailed.
In addition, the use of OpenMP was justified in parallelizing the XFEM in the surgical
simulator. A representative mode I tensile test case with 1435 elements is studied where
the propagation causes a drop in the frequency but still fulfills a real-time interaction.
In the next chapter, the main application of this thesis which is the surgical tool of the
bilateral sagittal split osteotomy is implemented.
Chapter 8
Application: The mandibular
bilateral sagittal split osteotomy
In this chapter, the XFEM using a hybrid description of the crack is combined to the vir-
tual reality environment in order to build a surgical simulator of the bilateral sagittal split
osteotomy. In this surgery, a cut is sawed laterally to the mandible and a load is applied
using two chisels at the sides of the cut splitting the mandible into two parts [152], hence
inducing a propagation of the cut. To the author’s knowledge, no previous implemen-
tation of the crack propagation in the bilateral sagittal split osteotomy using numerical
methods has been achieved before this work. However, a study of stress concentration
after the breaking and the fixation using screws in the context of the FEM is found
in [178]. The current study provides a methodology to describe the crack splitting and
propagation during the BSSO using the XFEM and includes four steps: (i) the descrip-
tion of the mesh, the material properties, the boundary conditions and the cut using an
explicit description, (ii) the implicit description is desired from the explicit description
by means of level set functions, (iii) the computation of the displacements, stresses and
strains; (iv) the characterization of the direction and increment of the crack front using
the MSERRC.
The complexity of the outer and inner geometry of the mandible, the variation of the
material properties and the boundary conditions of the mesh have a great impact on the
stresses and hence affect the propagation of the crack during splitting. First, the foramen
(channel containing the nerve) in the mandible has to be considered in the tetrahedral
mesh used by the XFEM. Secondly, this mesh has to be partitioned into a cancellous
spongy bone and a cortical bone. In this study, the cancellous bone is treated as an
isotropic material and the cortical bone as an orthotropic material with varying Young’s
moduli in the geometry of the mandible [159]. Third, the mandible is not allowed to move
during the surgery, therefore the boundary conditions have to be chosen in a way that
the coronoid, the condyle and frontal part of the alveolar part are fixed and the body
is capable to split. The splitting load during the surgery is applied at the sides of the
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crack. In the XFEM, the crack sides do not conform with the mesh but rather lie within
elements. Therefore, special care is required in the barycentric mapping of the forces to
the nodes on both sides of the crack. In conclusion, the results in this chapter agree with
the clinical experience where the crack indeed propagates correctly cutting the mandible
into two parts after bilateral splitting.
8.1 Description of the surgery
The bilateral sagittal split osteotomy (BSSO) is the most often used technique for a total
osteotomy of the mandible when treating mandibular or combined dysgnathias [189]. It
was first described by Trauner and Obwegeser [180] and modified by the dentist Obwesger
Dal Pont [152]. The complexity of the procedure does not only arise from the outer
geometry of the mandible, but also of the interior. Hence, caution is required on the
medical aspect that the cut running from the inner surface of the ramus via its anterior
border to the body should preserve the neurovascular bundle during sawing and splitting.
For details concerning the BSSO, the interested reader is referred to [200].
(a) Side view. (b) Inner view.
Figure 8.1: The Obwesger Dal Pont cut sawed in the mandible before splitting.
Among different cutting methods prior to the BSSO described in [62, 92, 163], no agree-
ment is attained regarding the ideal location of the cut which strongly relies on the
surgeon’s preference [62, 200]. However, the Obwegeser Dal Pont cut shown in Figure 8.1
is most often used for this procedure.
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An experiment of the BSSO on a cadaver mandible was conducted under surgical loads.
The cut in the mandible is shown in Figure 8.2(a) and resulting pieces after propagation
are shown in Figures 8.2(b) and 8.2(c).
(a) The mandible before splitting.
(b) The final side piece of the mandible. (c) The final side piece of the mandible.
Figure 8.2: Surgical experimental results.
It can be seen from Figure 8.2(b) that the splitting causes the mandible to be cut into
two pieces. The crack propagates straight inside the mandible and tends to turn around
the channel containing the nerve whereas the horizontal and vertical straight parts at the
upper and lower parts of the cut do not propagate.
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8.2 Geometry and mesh
As shown in Figure 8.1, the geometry of the mandible is of high complexity in its exterior
and interior. Due to such complexity, most of the numerical studies involving the mandible
use a simplified mesh where mainly the interior containing the nerve cavity is excluded [9,
113, 148]. Such simplification is not justified in this work since the cavity plays a decisive
role in the direction in which the crack propagates.
8.2.1 Mandible geometry and mesh
In order to extract the geometry and mesh of the mandible, cone beam computed tomog-
raphy (CBCT) scans are provided by the department of mouth, head and face surgery,
see Figure 8.3. The CBCT scans show a compact bone (cortical) enveloping a spongy
bone (cancellous). The cancellous bone shows a varying thickness. The bone structure is
interrupted by a mandibular channel and mental foramina surrounding the neurovascular
bundle, see Figures 8.3(a) and 8.3(b).
(a) CBCT-scan of a acadaver mandible.
(b) The bold white part shows the cortical bone and the shallow white part is the cancellous bone.
Figure 8.3: The CBCT scans of the mandible with the cortical bone in bold white and
cancellous bone inside.
From the CBCT scans, a STereoLithography (STL) file, describing the triangulated sur-
face of the mandible, is extracted first. Then, from the STL, the triangulated surface mesh
shown in Figure 8.4(a) is built for the visualization and a point mesh shown in Figure
8.4(b) composed by points and associated normals is derived for collision detection.
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(a) The triangular surface representation. (b) The point shell mesh.
Figure 8.4: The point shell mesh used for the collision detection and the triangular surface
mesh used for visualization.
The same triangular surface mesh from STL is transformed into a solid which is meshed
by 17996 tetrahedral elements and 4820 nodes. Some manual manipulation are required
in order to correct non-manifoldness and self-intersection that can result from the tomog-
raphy surface mesh. The corrected solid mandible is meshed using TETGEN [164] and
corrected using NETGEN [158]. The mesh is shown in Figure 8.5 where the teeth are
ignored and the foramina (channels of the nerve) are conserved.
(a) Mesh of the mandible. (b) Transparent mesh showing the channels.
Figure 8.5: The mesh of the mandible with 17996 elements and 4820 nodes including the
canales mandibulae.
The channel (canale mandibulae) is of great importance in an Obwegeser Dal Pont cut
which is considered here by a crack surface in the mandible. The crack cut into the
mandible should avoid the neurovascular bundle during splitting. Hence its existence in
the mesh has a great influence on the overall propagation path of the crack. The splitting
or fracturing process in the BSSO is simulated using the XFEM since the application of
the standard Finite Element Method (FEM) to fracture is difficult as it requires a mesh
that conforms the crack surface and features a frequent refinement at the crack front
during propagation.
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8.2.2 The explicit description of the cut
In three dimensions, the crack surface is described explicitly by a polyhedron with trian-
gles, see [68]. The crack is described first using the explicit description where the front,
exterior and discretization of the crack surface have to be well defined as discussed before.
The benefit of such description is that regardless of the complexity of the crack shape,
the crack can still be described using triangles. From the schematic cut in Figure 8.1,
an explicit description by triangles is derived. The cut is shown first inside the mandible
mesh in Figure 8.7(a).
Figure 8.6: The front and side views of the explicit crack description in the mandible
mesh.
The cut is shown in Figure 8.7(a) and then simplified as shown in Figure 8.7(b). The
simplification is mainly done in order to reduce the time needed to build the level sets
and has to conserve the original shape of the cut.
(a) Side and top views of the crack. (b) Side and top views of the simplified crack.
Figure 8.7: The Obwesger Dal Pont cut described by a set of triangles using (a) a full
description and (b) a coarser description with the front marked in bold.
For the hybrid description, an extension of the crack is required. The extension is achieved
automatically from the tips (points at the front). Each tip is extended by an increment in
the direction of the tangent vector. Figure 8.8 shows the extension of the crack surface by
an increment of 0.75. It should be noted that based on surgical experience only the inner
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part of the crack is extended. Therefore, the upper and lower parts are kept stationary
and the contribution from the triangles forming these parts are excluded.
Figure 8.8: The crack extension is achieved from the crack front in the direction of the
tangents at the front by an increment of 0.75cm.
The crack extension during propagation is done similarly except that the increments do
not follow the tangent vectors but rather involve a propagation angle with respect to the
two-dimensional plane formed by the normal and tangent at each tip.
8.3 Material properties
Due to the complexity of the geometry of the mandible, most FE models treat the
mandible as isotropic linear elastic [124, 178]. However in this study, the mandibular
numerical model treats the cortical bone as an orthotropic linear elastic model using the
material properties in Table 8.1 from [159] following the works of [7, 29, 107, 119].
Material properties Symphysis Body Angle Ramus Condyle Coronoid
E1 20.492 21.728 23.793 24.607 23.500 28.0
E2 12.492 12.092 12.757 12.971 12.650 14.0
E3 16.350 17.828 19.014 18.357 17.850 17.5
G12 5.317 5.533 5.493 5.386 5.500 5.750
G23 4.85 5.083 4.986 5.014 5.150 5.300
G13 6.908 7.450 7.579 7.579 7.150 7.150
ν12 0.43 0.45 0.41 0.38 0.32 0.28
ν23 0.22 0.2 0.22 0.23 0.25 0.28
ν13 0.34 0.34 0.33 0.28 0.24 0.23
Table 8.1: Orthotropic material properties of the cortical bone from [119, 159].
The cancellous bone is considered isotropic linear elastic with a Young’s modulus of 0.49
GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 [136].
The thickness of the cancellous bone varies inside the cortical bone and is defined in this
paper using a hybrid description. Thia ia not to be mixed with the hybrid description of
the crack surface in the special XFEM-solver employed herein and discussed in Section
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7.2. The idea, however, is very similar for this purpose. This is done by including a surface
with the shape of the cancellous bone via an explicit description, see Figure 8.9(a). Then,
the third signed distance function φ3 is coomputed which determines if a node is inside
the cancellous surface or outside and hence determines if an element is orthotropic or
isotropic, see Figure 8.9(b).
(a) The bone is cut by explicit planes de-
scribing the shape of the cancellous part.
(b) The mesh is partitioned using the
signed level set function.
Figure 8.9: The cancellous bone inside the mesh is described by (a) an explicit description
which (b) partitions the mesh into orthotropic (green) and isotropic (red) regions.
The partitioning was realized without advanced meshing tools. In addition, the assign-
ment of the elastic properties in orthotropic regions following Table 8.1 is shown in Figure
8.10.
(a) The bone is cut by explicit planes. (b) The mesh is partitioned using the
signed level set function.
Figure 8.10: The partitioning of the orthotropic region is done using (a) a hybrid descrip-
tion of cut planes where the level sets divide the mesh into (b) 6 regions following Table
8.1.
This is done as well using explicit cut surfaces shown in Figure 8.10(b) and nodes within
specific regions are chosen based on the signed distance function φ3 constructed from each
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surface separately.
It can be deduced from this section that the hybrid description does not only address the
requirements of the XFEM and propagation, but enables us to partition the mesh into
isotropic and orthotropic regions, where the latter is further partitioned into six regions.
The flexibility of the hybrid description allows for a “less patient-specific” simulator. In
the sense that any mesh of the mandible with information of the shape of the cancellous
surface is automatically partitioned.
8.4 Boundary conditions and loads
Due to the complexity of the muscles and soft tissues attached to the mandible, the
definition of proper boundary conditions is itself a matter of research but is outside the
scope of this work. The situation is very much simplified here. During the surgery,
the mandible is not allowed to move in any direction. It is mainly fixed in the (x, y, z)
directions from the capus, the coronoid and the frontal regions. The inner part is fixed in
the (x, z) direction. The fixed nodes in (x, y, z) are marked in black and the ones fixed in
(x, z) are marked in blue as seen in Figure 8.11.
Figure 8.11: The boundary conditions of the mandible during the BSSO.
The load in the BSSO is applied using chisels to open the crack and force it to propagate.
The force is applied at the sides of the cut as shown in Figure 8.12(a).
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(a) The force during the BSSO applied at
the sides of the cut.
(b) The force at the crack
surface is extrapolated to the
nodes using the signed dis-
tance.
Figure 8.12: The force during the BSSO applied at the sides of the cut is extrapolated to
the nodes using the signed level set φ3.
In the XFEM, the crack lies inside the element and the surface does not conform with
elements faces. Therefore, the barycentric mapping discussed above has to include a
special treatment that uses the signed distance of the nodes at the element containing the
force. The force applied at the crack surface is shown inside the cut element in Figure
8.12(b). A regular barycentric mapping will cause all nodes to have the same direction
with different weights. Therefore, the sign of the level set at the nodes has to be included
to the mapping in order to efficiently map the force to the nodes. It is seen in Figure
8.12(b) that a correct mapping means that the forces at the nodes above and below the
crack (where the force is applied) should have different directions.
8.5 The BSSO simulator in the VR framework
In this section, the XFEM simulator is included in the VR environment with two haptic
devices. In order to make a more realistic impression, the VR tool is included in a
computer graphics model of an open mouth patient as shown in Figure 8.13.
Figure 8.13: The VR tool is added to a CG model of an open mouth patient.
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In what follows, the surgical simulator using the VR tool coupled with the XFEM and
two haptic devices is tested using two different loads. The tetrahedral mesh has 1904
elements and 553 nodes and allows for a frequency of simulation results of 10Hz. The
resulting shapes of the crack and the mandible are discussed next.
8.5.1 Representative results
Given all the ingredients of the XFEM simulator, the splitting process is tested using
surgical-like loads with a radius r = 0.02, increment da = 0.5 and an energy release rate
limit G = 36.94J/m2, see [61]. The results in the surgical simulator are shown in Figure
8.14.
Figure 8.14: The VR tool under surgical loads during propagation.
The results inside the visualized discretization of the jaw are shown in Figure 8.15.
Figure 8.15: Crack shape inside the visualized mandible.
The resulting crack shape is shown inside the mandible mesh in Figure 8.16(a,b). It is seen
that the crack splits the mandible into two distinguished parts shown in Figure 8.17(c,d).
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Figure 8.16: Crack shape inside the mandible.
Figure 8.17: The mandible mesh cut by the crack after propagation.
Figure 8.18 shows the crack shape alone after 16 propagation steps. At the beginning of
the propagation, the inner part of the crack propagates till it exists the mandible domain
and then the tips at the horizontal upper part propagate.
(a) 6 steps. (b) 8 steps. (c) 12 steps. (d) 16 steps.
Figure 8.18: The crack shape after 16 propagation steps.
The results show a strong similarity to the outcome of the actual BSSO. Hence the
XFEM using a hybrid description of the crack provides a suitable framework to simulate
the BSSO.
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8.6 Summary
In this chapter, the XFEM using an explicit-implicit description is applied to the BSSO
in order to build a surgical simulator. The hybrid description is not only involved in the
XFEM and crack propagation but its advantages are also seen in the definition of the
material properties within the mesh. The mesh has to be partitioned into a cancellous
spongy bone and a cortical bone. In this study, the cancellous bone is treated as an
isotropic material and the cortical bone as an orthotropic material with varying Young’s
moduli in the geometry of the mandible. Under surgical like loads, the results in this
chapter agree with the clinical experience where the crack indeed cuts the mandible into
two parts after bilateral splitting. However, further work is required in order to study the
direct effect of the foramen on the crack propagation and using various crack shapes.

Chapter 9
Conclusions
The eXtended Finite Element Method has proven its potential in fracture mechanics as it
provides accurate solutions and description for crack problems without re-meshing during
the simulation. Typically, the crack in the XFEM is described either explicitly by means
of polyhedra, or implicitly by using two level set functions. An implicit description in
the frame of the level-set method is advantageous for the simulation within the extended
finite element method (XFEM). On the other hand, an explicit representation of the crack
enables a simple update of the crack during the propagation.
9.1 The XFEM with a hybrid description of the crack
In this study, a new treatment of cracks in the framework of the XFEM in two and three
dimensions is presented following the works of Fries and Baydoun [68]. It combines the
advantages of explicit and implicit crack descriptions. The main aspect of the proposed
method is the introduction of three level-set functions that are computed exactly from an
explicit representation. These level set functions imply a coordinate system at the crack
front and serve as a basis for the enrichment.
In this approach, the crack update is realized based on an explicit crack surface mesh. In
contrast, for the computation of the displacements, stresses and strains by means of the
XFEM, an implicit description by level set functions is employed. This hybrid description
has the important advantage that it is easily extendable from two to three dimensions.
9.2 Crack propagation criteria
In the context of the XFEM, the stress intensity factors are often used for propagation
and they are tyically evaluated using the interaction integral. The interaction integral is
optimal in two dimensions, however it poses difficulties in three dimensions, see Appendix
B. Moreover, the auxiliary fields required by the interaction integral are directly depen-
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dent on the material properties of the elastic material. It is seen in this study that the
complexity of the definition of the auxiliary fields increases when an orthotropic material
is used compared to an isotropic material, see Appendix A.
However, in the XFEM using a hybrid description of the crack, the crack update is real-
ized based on an explicit crack line/surface which allows for a systematic investigation of
different propagation criteria which are independent on the isotropy of the material [18].
Since the direction of the crack is directly related to the accuracy of the propagation
criterion used, different propagation criteria [18, 68] in two- and three-dimensional crack
simulations are compared: The maximum circumferential stress criterion (MCSC), the
maximum strain energy release rate criterion (MSERRC), the minimal strain energy den-
sity criterion (MSEDC) and the material forces criterion (MFC) are implemented and
compared. It is noticed that the most crucial parameter, for a reasonable mesh size and
increment, is the radius where the propagation fields are evaluated.
In the results shown in this study, the MCSC shows the least dependency on the radius
compared the other criteria in two dimensions. In three dimensions, the crack surface
tends to become less stable by going backwards for large radii. However, for the three-
dimensional asymmetric bending, the MCSC showed robust results for changing radii,
increments and mesh sizes. For the mixed mode I/II/III, the crack using the MCSC was
not able to propagate correctly. This is caused by the fact, that the test case has an
accentuated mode III which is undefined in the definition of the circumferential stress.
On the other hand, for the MSERRC in two dimensions, the results show little depen-
dency on the mesh size and increment whereas they worsen for large radii compared to
other criteria. In three dimensions, the MSERRC shows stable results for changing radii,
increments and mesh sizes.
On the other hand, for the torsion test case, the crack is less symmetric for a large radius
compared to smaller radii. For the mixed mode I/II/III, the MSERCC was able to provide
meaningful results only when the points around individual tips are on a cylinder instead
of an arc. The MSEDC shows some dependency on the increment, mesh size and radius
but still shows good results for the two-dimensional test case. For the three-dimensional
test cases, a stronger dependency on the radius is seen where for a large radius, the crack
path shows less favorable results. Finally, the strongest dependency on the mesh size,
radius and increment is noticed for the MFC. The worst results are actually seen for finer
meshes, small and large radii and small increments where oscillations are noticed in the
crack path.
9.3 The bilateral sagittal split osteotomy simulator
In this study, the XFEM using a hybrid description coupled with the MSERRC as a
propagation criterion is introduced within the VR environment coupled with a haptic
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device [112] in order to build a surgical simulator. Herein, three main components compose
in the VR tool: (i) the haptic rendering which renders the forces from the haptic device
and delivers them to (ii) the XFEM simulator from which (iii) the deformation and crack
shape are evaluated and visualized in the visualization part. In addition, the use of
OpenMP was justified in parallelizing the XFEM in the surgical simulator.
In the surgical simulator, the advantages of the hybrid description are also seen in the
definition of the material properties within the mesh. The mixed description allows for a
simple partitioning of the mesh into a cancellous spongy bone and a cortical bone which
is subsequently split into six different parts. Hence, the XFEM using a hybrid description
allows for an online material assignment of the mesh leading to a less patient specific
simulator. Under surgical loads, the results agree with the clinical experience where
the crack indeed propagates and cuts the mandible into two parts (bilateral splitting).
Further investigation is required in order to study the effect of the foramen on the crack
propagation since the shape of the foramen in this study is not strictly accurate within
the mesh.
9.4 Outlook
The main objective of this work was to create a stable XFEM tool for crack propagation
and using it in a virtual reality environment to build a surgical simulator of the bilateral
sagittal split osteotomy. However, some extension and further investigation are possible
on different levels.
9.4.1 Material modeling
The material used in the numerical tests and the application is considered linear elastic
(isotropic and orthotropic). However, a further investigation could be carried out to
include anisotropy non linear elastic materials. For instance, the anisotropy in the bone
could be tested as well as the use of a plastic model.
9.4.2 Crack propagation using XFEM with hybrid description
Concerning the propagation criteria discussed in the framework of the XFEM using a
hybrid description, further investigations are still required in particular with respect of
the location of the evaluation points (spheres and cylinders in contrast to circles) and
more systematic investigations of situations where mode III is dominant. In addition,
additional propagation criteria could be investigated when non linear elastic materials are
used to include ductile failure.
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9.4.3 Possible expansion of the simulator
The process of breaking the jaw is described in this study. However, the process of sawing,
which preceeds the splitting, is not captured. Both processes do not only differ from a
mechanical point of view but also from the simulation point of view. Even though the
main focus of this project is only the simulation of the splitting step, a development of a
VR-based simulator for the sawing step [169] is in process. For a realistic simulation, an
accurate model of the relation between the bone material removal and the applied forces
by the surgeon has to be employed. The required sawing simulator will derive from the
removed material a mean surface which would then provide the explicit crack description
used by the XFEM simulator.
Appendix A
Evaluation of level set functions
using an explicit surface description
In this appendix, the evaluation of the level set functions to a segment in two dimensions
and to a triangle in three dimensions is detailed following the works of Fries et al. [68]
and Bærentzen et al. [14].
A.1 Two-dimensional level set
As mentioned in Section 4.3.1, the level set functions in two dimensions are evaluated by
treating each segment of the polygon independently.
A.1.1 The level set functions φ1 and φ3
For a segment AB, a distance d1(x) is first defined for the point (x : {x, y}) such as
d1(x) =
(
x
y
)
× n−
(
xA
yA
)
· n
‖n‖ (A.1)
where n is the normal vector associated with the segment AB. The orthogonal projection
(O : {xO, yO}) of the point x onto the segment AB is defined as:(
xO
yO
)
=
(
x
y
)
− d1(x) · n. (A.2)
It is also useful to define a marker m(x) for the point of interest x
m(x) =

xO − xA
nx
if |nx| > |ny|,
yO − yA
ny
if |ny| > |nx|.
(A.3)
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The purpose of the marker m(x) is to tell if a point x is within a segment AB or outside
the segment as shown in Figure A.1. A point is inside the domain of the segment AB if
it satisfies the inclusion condition
m ≥ 0 and m < 1. (A.4)
This means that the shortest distance φ1(x) is the unsigned distance between the point
x and its projection (O) and φ3(x) is the signed distance between both points.
φ1(x) = |d1(x)| and φ3(x) = d1(x). (A.5)
(a) A point is within the domain of a seg-
ment if its orthogonal projection belongs to
the segment.
(b) A point is outside the domain of a seg-
ment if its orthogonal projection is outside
the segment.
Figure A.1: In order to evaluate the shortest distance of a point to a segment, two types
of points are distinguished based on the orthogonal projection (O).
If the marker did not satisfy the inclusion condition, the point x is outside the domain
segment. This means that the projection (O) is located outside the segment as shown in
Figure A.1(b). Herein, two distances d2(x) and d3(x) are defined based on the vertices of
the segment
d2(x) =
√
(x− xA)2 − (y − yA)2 · sign(d1(x)),
d3(x) =
√
(x− xB)2 − (y − yB)2 · sign(d1(x)).
(A.6)
Both distances are compared and the absolute smallest value is set to be the level set
φ1(x) of each specific point. In order to evaluate φ3(x), the same procedure is done where
the signed smallest value is set to be the third level set.
A.1.2 The second level set function φ2
For the computation of φ2(x), the distance of an arbitrary point x to the crack tip(s)
needs to be computed. Such a computation is simple where φ2(x) is the closest distance
of any point to the tip
φ2(x) =
√
(x− xtip)2 + (y − ytip)2. (A.7)
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A.2 The three-dimensional implicit description
In three dimensions and in order to evaluate all three level sets, the distance of an arbi-
trary point x in three dimensions to the polyhedron, its extension and front needs to be
computed.
A.2.1 The level sets φ1 and φ3
In order to evaluate the level set φ1(x) and φ3(x), the distance of the point to the crack
surface and extension are computed respectively. This is done by treating each flat triangle
of the polyhedron independently. For a triangle ÂBC, a distance d1(x) is first defined for
the point (x : {x, y, z}) such as
d1(x) =
n ·
 x− xAy − yA
z − zA

‖n‖ ; (A.8)
where n is the normal vector associated with the triangle ÂBC. The orthogonal projection
(O : {xO, yO, zO}) of the point x onto the triangle ÂBC is defined as: xOyO
zO
 =
 xy
z
− d1(x) · n. (A.9)
It is also useful to derive a vector m for the point of interest x. This is done by solving a
linear system of components M and b
M =

xB − xA xC − xA
yB − yA yC − yA
zB − zA zC − zA
 b =

xO − xA
yO − yA
zO − zA
 ; (A.10)
The vector m is the solution of the linear system
m = M\b (A.11)
From the vector m, two markers m0(x) and m1(x) are derived
m0(x) = m(1), m1(x) = m(2). (A.12)
A point is considered inside the domain of the triangle ÂBC if it satisfies the inclusion
condition
m0 ≥ 0, m1 ≥ 0 and m0 +m1 ≤ 1. (A.13)
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This means that the shortest distance φ1(x) is the unsigned distance between the point x
and its projection (O) on the triangle as shown in Figure A.2(a) and φ3(x) is the signed
distance between both points
φ1(x) = |d1(x)| and φ3(x) = d1(x). (A.14)
If the markers did not satisfy the inclusion condition in (A.13), two possibilities are
available: the orthogonal projection (O) of the point x is either (i) on the edge of the
triangle as shown in Figure A.2(b) or (ii) outside the domain of the triangle as shown in
Figure A.2(c). Herein, the same procedure used in the derivation of the level sets φ1(x)
and φ3(x) in two dimensions is employed for all three edges of the triangle by adding the
third coordinate z. For every segment AB, AC and BC, distances d2(x), d3(x) and d4(x)
are defined for the point x respectively. For d2(x), this is done such as
d2(x) =
 xy
z
× nAB −
 xAyA
zA
 · nAB
‖nAB‖
, (A.15)
where nAB is the normal vector of the segment AB. Similar to the evaluation of the
closest distance to a segment in two dimensions, three markers m2(x), m3(x) and m4(x)
are set for d2(x), d3(x) and d4(x) respectively. And if any of the markers satisfy the
inclusion condition of a segment in (A.4), the level sets φ1(x) and φ3(x) are then equal
to the corresponding distance di(x) ∀i = 2..4
φ1(x) = |di(x)| and φ3(x) = di(x). (A.16)
If none of the markers satisfy the inclusion conditions of the triangle (A.13) or the segment
(A.4), the point is then outside the triangle domain. Herein, three distances to the vertices
of the triangle ÂBC are defined
d5(x) =
√
(x− xA)2 − (y − yA)2 − (z − zA)2 · sign(d1(x)),
d6(x) =
√
(x− xB)2 − (y − yB)2 − (z − zB)2 · sign(d1(x)),
d7(x) =
√
(x− xC)2 − (y − yC)2 − (z − zC)2 · sign(d1(x)).
(A.17)
The three distances d5(x), d6(x) and d7(x) are compared and the absolute smallest value
is set to be the level set φ1(x). In addition the same procedure is done where the signed
smallest value is set to be the third level set φ3(x).
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(a) A point is within the do-
main of a triangle if its or-
thogonal projection belongs
to the triangle.
(b) A point outside the do-
main of a triangle can have its
projection belonging to one of
the segments of the triangle.
(c) A point is outside the domain
of a triangle if its projection is
outside the triangle.
Figure A.2: In order to evaluate the shortest distance of a point to a triangle, three types
of points are distinguished based on the orthogonal projection (O).
All the normals should have the same sign. It is specifically important for φ3(x) to have
a smooth sign in the whole domain.
A.2.2 The second level set φ2
The second level φ2(x) in three dimensions is the shortest distance to the polygon de-
fined as the active front. The segments at the front are treated independently using the
same procedure in Section A.1.1 for the evaluation of the level sets φ1(x) and φ3(x) but
extended to three dimensions by adding the z-coordinate. The orthogonal projection of
a point on the three-dimensional polygon can be within the segment of the polygon or
outside it, see Figure A.1. For any point, a marker is first set and checked if it satisfies
the inclusion condition of the segment (A.4). If the projection is within the segment, the
distance is derived following Equation (A.15) and φ2(x) = |d2(x)|. On the other hand,
if the projection is outside the segment, two distances are derived and compared. The
smallest absolute value is set to be φ2(x).

Appendix B
Evaluation of stress intensity factors
As mentioned earlier and in order to determine the direction of crack growth, the most
commonly used crack growth criterion in the LEFM using the XFEM is the maximum
hoop stress criteria introduced in [64]. This criterion can be based on the evaluation of
mixed mode stress intensity factors KI and KII. It is assumed that the crack will propagate
in a direction θprop in which the circumferential stress σθθ is maximum. The direction
is determined by evaluating the stress intensity factors KI and KII in the vicinity of the
crack tip. The circumferential stress in the direction of crack propagation is a principal
stress, hence the crack propagation direction is determined by setting the shear stress σrθ
equal to zero. For the isotropic case, σrθ follows from the condition:
σrθ =
1
2pir
cos
(θ
2
)(1
2
KI sin(θ) +
1
2
(3 cos(θ)− 1)
)
= 0, (B.1)
leading to the crack propagation angle
θprop = 2tan
−1
(
1
4
(
KI
KII
±
√
K2I
KII
2
+ 8
))
. (B.2)
This criterion works well for traction–free crack surfaces. However, it has been used for
cohesive crack growth problems under the assumption that the size of the investigated
structure has a small influence on the crack path [201]. Following such approach, it is
then important to compute the stress intensity factors (SIF) independently. The domain
integral method in conjunction with interaction energy integrals [131, 140, 162] is used for
that purpose in the following section. In the interaction energy integral, the actual fields
from the XFEM solution are superimposed with auxiliary fields. These auxiliary fields
are selected based on the constitutive properties of the material and are detailed later.
The interaction integral is the energy release rate and can be described in a domain form
that is evaluated in a post–processing stage.
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B.1 Evaluation of interaction integral
A method to compute the energy release rate that the J–integral–was first introduced by
Rice [156]. The J–integral is a conservation integral method that computes the strain
energy release rate of the material
J =
∫
C
(Wdy − t∂u
∂x
ds) =
∫
C
(Wδ1j − σij ∂u
∂x
nj ds); (B.3)
where W =
∫ 
0
σijdij is the strain energy density, t = σ · n is the traction vector, and n
is the unit normal to a contour C containing the crack tip. Rice showed that J–integral
is path independent, hence evaluating the J–integral in a far field around a crack tip can
be related to the near-tip deformations. For general mixed-mode isotropic problems we
have the following relationship between the value of the J–integral for any front location
(s) and the stress intensity factors
J(s) =
K2I +K
2
II
E
+
1 + ν
E
K2III; (B.4)
where E∗ is defined in terms of the Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν such as
E∗ =

E
1− ν2 for plane strain;
E for plane stress.
(B.5)
Two equilibrium states of the cracked body are considered: State (1) corresponding to the
actual state that is obtained from analysis (σ, ε,u) and State (2) corresponding to the
auxiliary state dependent on the body geometry (σaux, εaux,uaux) chosen as the asymptotic
fields for Mode I, Mode II or Mode III. The J–integral for the superposition of the two
states is
J (act+aux) = Jact + Jaux + I(act,aux); (B.6)
where I(act,aux) is called the interaction integral for the actual and auxiliary states.
Many works were involved in finding interaction integral solutions for cracks in two di-
mensions [47, 133, 140, 162] and three dimensions [75, 76, 110, 134] and in the context of
the XFEM in [55, 175, 177].
First, we describe the domain form of the interaction integral [199] for the extraction of
mixed-mode stress intensity factors
I(s) =
∫
C
[
W (act,aux)δ1j − σij ∂u
aux
i
∂x1
− σauxij
∂ui
∂x1
]
dV ; (B.7)
where W (act,aux) is the interaction strain energy
W (act,aux) = σijε
aux
ij + σ
aux
ij εij. (B.8)
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It is then necessary to evaluate the interaction integral I. However, the contour integral
in Equation (B.7) is not in a form best suited for finite element calculations. Therefore,
we reform the integral into an equivalent domain form by multiplying it by a sufficiently
smooth weighting function q(x) which takes a value of unity on an open set containing
the crack tip and vanishes on an outer prescribed contour C0 shown in Figure B.1.
(a) (b)
Figure B.1: The interaction integral domain in two and three dimensions.
The function is then easily interpolated within the elements using the nodal shape func-
tions. The interaction integral can then be written as
I(s) =
∫
C0
[
σiju
aux
j,1 + σ
aux
ij uj,1 − σjkεauxjk δ1i
]
q,i dV
+
∫
C0
[
σij
(
uauxj,1 − εauxij,1
)
+ σauxij uj,1
]
q dV
−
∫
C++C−
[
tju
aux
j,1
]
q dS,
(B.9)
where the strain of the auxiliary field is defined with respect to the compliance matrix S,
see Section 2.1.1
εauxij = Sijklσ
aux
kl . (B.10)
It is important to include the integral over C+ and C− in the case of contact between the
crack faces which is required in the three–dimensional formulation [188]. This is important
since the normal tractions at the crack faces arise from contact in three dimensions. The
actual normal forces tj do work in conjunction with the auxiliary displacements u
aux. For
the numerical evaluation of the interaction integral, the domain C0 is defined as the set
of elements around the crack tip within a radius r. The domain C0 is then set to be all
elements which have a node within the radius. It is noted that the interaction integral
form in (B.9) is mostly applicable to three dimensions for curved cracks where the strain
fields do not satisfy the displacement compatibility equation only valid in two dimensions:
εauxij =
1
2
(∇uauxi,j +∇uauxj,i ). (B.11)
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Due to such incompatibility in three dimensions, it can be seen that the term does not
satisfy equilibrium, i.e.
σauxij,l = (Cijklε
aux
ij
)
,l
6= 0. (B.12)
The equilibrium term in (B.12) is equal to zero in the two–dimensional formulation. It
can be seen that the complexity in three dimensions grows and this causes some problems
as detailed in [154, 195]. In case of a linear elastic material, the interaction integral in
Equation (B.9) can be reformulated in terms of the stress intensity factors KI, KII and
KIII for modes I, II and III respectively and in terms of K
aux
I , K
aux
II and K
aux
II where for a
pure Mode I, KauxI = 1, K
aux
II = K
aux
III = 0; for a pure Mode II, K
aux
II = 1, K
aux
I = K
aux
III = 0;
and for a pure Mode III, KauxIII = 1, K
aux
I = K
aux
II = 0.
B.2 Definition of auxiliary fields
In this section, the auxiliary fields used by the interaction integral are derived. In order
to do so, a derivation based on the Beltrami–Mitchell compatibility equations is required
[130]:
∇4Φ = ∇2(∇2Φ) = 0. (B.13)
The complete solution of the model–independent (isotropic or orthotropic) compatibility
equilibrium equations can be written as
σ = ∇2Φ; (B.14)
using the index notation:
σij = ikmjlnΦkl,mn; (B.15)
where Φmn is called the Beltrami stress tensor which is a second rank tensor field (C
4
continuous) and  is the Levi–Cita pseudotensor. A form of the Beltrami stress tensor is
the Maxwell stress function
Φij =

A 0 0
0 B 0
0 0 C
 . (B.16)
The Maxwell tensor obeys the equilibrium equation (B.13) in three dimensions in terms
of the Cartesian coordinates (x1, x2, x3) and can be written as
σ11 =
∂2B
∂x23
+
∂2C
∂x22
σ23 = − ∂
2A
∂x2∂x3
,
σ22 =
∂2C
∂x21
+
∂2A
∂x23
σ31 = − ∂
2A
∂x3∂x1
,
σ33 =
∂2A
∂x22
+
∂2B
∂x21
σ12 = − ∂
2C
∂x1∂x2
.
(B.17)
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The solution consists of finding the stresses that obey the compatibility equation. There-
fore, a special form of the Maxwell stress function, the Airy stress function, is used in two
dimensions. The reduction to two dimensions is achieved by assuming that A = B = 0
and the function is reduced to Φ = C. The stresses are defined using the second derivative
of the Airy stress function Φ(x1, x2)
σ11 =
∂2Φ
∂x22
σ22 =
∂2Φ
∂x21
σ12 =
∂2Φ
∂x1∂x2
; (B.18)
using the Laplace equation
∇2Φ =
( ∂2
∂x21
+
∂2
∂x22
)(∂2Φ
∂x21
+
∂2Φ
∂x22
)
. (B.19)
The Airy stress function in (B.19) is reformulated to satisfy the compatibility equation
for isotropic and orthotropic materials using the compliance parameters
S22
∂4Φ
∂x41
+ 2S12
∂4Φ
∂x21∂x
2
2
+ S11
∂4Φ
∂x42
= 0. (B.20)
In order to find the solution of (B.20), two complex numbers z1 and z2 are introduced
with respect to the Cartesian coordinates x1 and x2 such as
z1 = x1 + s1x2; z2 = x1 + s2x2; (B.21)
in terms of the variables s1 and s2 which are the roots of the characteristic equation of
the fourth order homogeneous partial differential equation
S11s
4 + 2S12s
2 + S22 = 0. (B.22)
Two of the roots in (B.22) are the conjugates of the other two such that
s1 = α1 + i β1 ; s2 = α2 + i β2;
s3 = s1 ; s4 = s2.
(B.23)
The stress function Φ(x1, x2) can now be written as
Φ(x1, x2) = Re[Φ1(z1) + Φ2(z2)]; (B.24)
where Φ1(z1) and Φ2(z2) are harmonic analytical functions of z1 and z2 respectively and
have the following format
Φj(zj) = D z
λ+1
j with D = E + iF ∀j = 1, 2; (B.25)
where E,F and λ are undetermined real constants and λ has to be greater than −1.
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B.2.1 Isotropic material
In order to derive the stresses for an isotropic material, the compliance values in the
characteristic equation (B.20) are used from (2.10). The resulting characteristic equation
is reduced to:
s4 + 2s2 + 1 = 0. (B.26)
Solving the characteristic equation leads to the four roots
s1 = s2 = i ; s3 = s4 = s1 = s2 = −i;
α1 = α2 = 0 ; β1 = β2 = 1.
(B.27)
From the resulting roots, the coordinates x1 and x2 are related by a complex number z
z = x1 + ix2 = r e
iθ = r (cos θ + i sin θ); (B.28)
where r and θ are the polar coordinates. The Airy stress function is then reformulated
Φ(x) = Re[zψ(z) + χ(z)] (B.29)
where ψ(z) and χ(z) are harmonic functions of x1 and x2 called Kolonov-Muskhelishvili
complex potentials and are detailed in [198]. Using special manipulation and basics of
complex functions [83], the auxiliary fields follow Williams’ analytical solutions obtained
for asymptotic stresses near a crack tip [4, 193] by treating each crack mode independently:
i.e. in the case of mode I, D in (B.25) is chosen such D = KauxI /
√
2pi in terms of the
mode I stress intensity factor KI. As a result, the auxiliary stresses are
σaux11 =
1√
2pir
[
KauxI cos
(θ
2
)(
1− sin
(θ
2
)
sin
(3θ
2
))
−KauxII sin
(θ
2
)(
2 + cos
(θ
2
)
cos
(3θ
2
))]
;
σaux22 =
1√
2pir
[
KauxI cos
(θ
2
)(
1 + sin
(θ
2
)
sin
(3θ
2
))
+KauxII sin
(θ
2
cos
(θ
2
)
cos
(3θ
2
)]
;
σaux12 =
1√
2pir
[
KauxI cos
(θ
2
)
sin
(θ
2
)
sin
(3θ
2
)
+KauxII cos
(θ
2
)(
1− sin
(θ
2
)
sin
(3θ
2
))]
.
(B.30)
In addition, the auxiliary displacements are derived from the first derivative of Φ satisfy-
ing the compatibility equation. The resulting auxiliary displacements are the analytical
asymptotic solutions proposed by Williams [193]
uaux1 =
1
2µ
√
r
2pi
[
KauxI cos
(θ
2
)(
κ− 1 + 2 sin2
(θ
2
))
+KauxII sin
(θ
2
)(
κ+ 1 + 2 cos2
(θ
2
))]
;
uaux2 =
1
2µ
√
r
2pi
[
KauxI sin
(θ
2
)(
κ+ 1− 2 cos2
(θ
2
))
+KauxII cos
(θ
2
)(
κ− 1− 2 sin2
(θ
2
))]
.
(B.31)
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with κ = 3− 4ν is the Kolosov constant and µ = 1/(2 + 2ν) is the shear modulus.
The actual displacements are derived using the XFEM formulation in (3.5) with the branch
enrichment functions in (3.6). Using the displacement derivate matrix B, the strains are
derived and as a result, the actual stresses are defined using the material matrix in (2.9).
The auxiliary fields and the actual fields are then used in the definition of the interaction
integral in (B.9).
In case of an isotropic material, the interaction integral in Equation (B.9) can be refor-
mulated in terms of the stress intensity factors KI, KII and KIII for modes I, II and III
respectively
I =
2
E∗
(
KIK
aux
I +KIIK
aux
II
)
+ µKIIIK
aux
III . (B.32)
For a pure Mode I, the asymptotic fields with KauxI = 1, K
aux
II = K
aux
III = 0 gives the mode
I stress intensity factor for the actual state in terms of the interaction integral
KI =
2
E∗
I(Mode I). (B.33)
And a pure mode II has KauxII = 1, K
aux
I = K
aux
III = 0. The mode II and mode III stress
intensity factors are determined accordingly,
KII =
2
E∗
I(Mode II)
KIII = µI
(Mode III).
(B.34)
It can thus be seen that the interaction integral formulation allows for the evaluation
of each stress intensity factor independently. Based on the stress intensity factors the
propagation direction is determined following Section B and the level sets are transported.
B.2.2 Orthotropic material
In this section, the auxiliary fields for an orthotropic material are obtained in two dimen-
sions by the method proposed by Kim at al. [109, 117]. For orthotropic materials, the
characteristic equation is the same as (B.20) and the roots are always complex or purely
imaginary. The stress components are defined from the second derivative of the complex
stress function in (B.24),
σ11 = 2Re
[
s21Φ
′′
1(z1) + s
2
1Φ
′′
2(z2)
]
;
σ22 = 2Re
[
Φ
′′
1(z1) + Φ
′′
2(z2)
]
;
σ12 = −2Re
[
s1Φ
′′
1(z1) + s2Φ
′′
2(z2)
]
.
(B.35)
And the displacements are obtained from the first derivative of the stress function Φ
′
u1 = 2Re
[
p1Φ
′
1(z1) + p2Φ
′
2(z2)
]
;
u2 = 2Re
[
q1Φ
′′
1(z1) + q2Φ
′
2(z2)
]
.
(B.36)
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where pj = S11 s
2
j + S12 and qj = S12 sj +
S22
sj
∀j = 1, 2.
The auxiliary fields follow the formulation in [168] and are detailed in [10, 130]
σaux11 =
√
2 r
pi
[
KauxI Re
{
s1s2
s1 − s2
(
s1√
cos(θ) + s2sin(θ)
− s2√
cos(θ) + s1sin(θ)
)}
+ KauxII Re
{
1
s1 − s2
(
s21√
cos(θ) + s2sin(θ)
− s
2
2√
cos(θ) + s1sin(θ)
)}]
;
σaux22 =
√
2 r
pi
[
KauxI Re
{
1
s1 − s2
(
s1√
cos(θ) + s2sin(θ)
− s2√
cos(θ) + s1sin(θ)
)}
+ KauxII Re
{
1
s1 − s2
(
1√
cos(θ) + s2sin(θ)
− 1√
cos(θ) + s1sin(θ)
)}]
;
σaux12 =
√
2 r
pi
[
KauxI Re
{
s1s2
s1 − s2
(
s1√
cos(θ) + s2sin(θ)
− s2√
cos(θ) + s1sin(θ)
)}
+ KauxII Re
{
1
s1 − s2
(
s1√
cos(θ) + s2sin(θ)
− s2√
cos(θ) + s1sin(θ)
)}]
.
(B.37)
And the resulting auxiliary displacements for orthotropic materials are
uaux1 =
√
2 r
pi
[
KauxI Re
{
1
s1 − s2
(
s1p2
√
cos(θ) + s2sin(θ)− s2p1
√
cos(θ) + s1sin(θ)
)}
+ KauxII Re
{
1
s1 − s2
(
p2
√
cos(θ) + s2sin(θ)− p1
√
cos(θ) + s1sin(θ)
)}]
;
uaux2 =
√
2 r
pi
[
KauxI Re
{
1
s1 − s2
(
s1q2
√
cos(θ) + s2sin(θ)− s2q1
√
cos(θ) + s1sin(θ)
)}
+ KauxII Re
{
1
s1 − s2
(
q2
√
cos(θ) + s2sin(θ)− q1
√
cos(θ) + s1sin(θ)
)}]
.
(B.38)
In case of an orthotropic material, the interaction integral in Equation (B.9) can be
evaluated in terms of the stress intensity factors KI and KII for modes I and II respectively
I = 2 t11KIK
aux
I + t12
(
KIK
aux
II +K
aux
I KII
)
+ 2 t22KIIK
aux
II . (B.39)
where
t1 = −c22
2
Im
(s1 + s2
s1 s2
)
;
t22 =
c11
2
Im
(
s1 + s2
)
;
t12 = −c22
2
Im
( 1
s1 s2
)
+
c11
2
Im
(
s1 s2
)
.
(B.40)
The stress intensity factors can be obtained by using (B.9) where a system of linear
equations the two states is solved: State (1) for a pure Mode I where the asymptotic
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fields with KauxI = 1, K
aux
II = 0 are used and State (2) for a pure Mode II with K
aux
II = 1
and KauxI = 0
I1 = 2 t11KI + t12;
I2 = 2 t22KII + t12KI.
(B.41)
It can be very well seen that the complexity of the problem grows significantly once the
pure isotropy is lost especially when the evaluation of the stress intensity factors is in
question. Many works are dedicated to this problem [38, 39, 108] in the standard FEM
and extended to the XFEM in [11, 12, 130] but are limited to the two–dimensional case
and required great simplifications and assumptions.
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